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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

BIOMECHANICS OF THE LOWER BACK DURING REPETITIVE DEADLIFTS,
WITH AND WITHOUT BODY ARMOR
Background: Low back pain is a significant problem and one of the primary
musculoskeletal-related conditions affecting active-duty service members [1]. Since more
than two-thirds of U.S. soldier occupational tasks involve lifting from floor level to waist
height [2], increasing individual lifting capacity is strongly correlated with performance
with these tasks [3]. Training for the first Army Combat Fitness Test event (3RM deadlift)
to improve lifting capacity directly relates to performing carrying/lifting military tasks.
One training modality that can be used in training programs to improve lifting capacity is
repetitions-to-failure (RTF) or repetitive lifting to volitional failure [4-8]. RTF is widely
used in resistance training to improve muscle strength and endurance; hence, performing
RTF deadlift improves deadlift 3RM [9]. Although RTF deadlift are readily utilized in
fitness training to increase lifting capacity, little is still known about the effects of such
fatiguing repetitive deadlifting on the biomechanics of the lumbar spine.
Objective: The objective of this study is to investigate how implementation of RTF
training for the new ACFT deadlift event will alter lumbar spine biomechanics in a healthy
population with and without body armor. Aim 1) Compare lumbo-pelvic coordination and
variability while performing RTF deadlift, with and without body armor. Aim 2)
Investigate changes in lumbar loads while performing RTF deadlifts, with and without
body armor. Aim 3) Identify strength and core muscle endurance tests that are best
associated with changes in lumbar loads during RTF deadlifts.
Method: Kinematics of the trunk and pelvis were measured using a 3D motion
capture system, a 68 kg low-handle hexagonal bar deadlift, and a 22.68 kg weighted vest
(to simulate a tactical vest weight). Aim 1) Coordination was defined by using a vector
coding method to identify the coordination patterns and circular statistics were used to
quantify the coupling angle variability between the initial 10% to the final 10% of
repetitions performed. Aim 2) A kinematics-drive finite element model was utilized to
quantify lumbar spine compression and shear forces, at the L5/S1 level, during deadlift
RTF. The initial and final 10% of repetitions were compared with and without the weighted
vest. Aim 3) The relationships between the change in spinal loads with strength and core
muscle endurance were further explored to identify which tests best predicts changes in
lumbar loads without the weighted vest.

Results: Aim 1) Repetitive deadlifting to failure resulted in the re-organization of
spatial orientation between the pelvis and trunk where the initial and final thirds of the lift
were most affected. The initial third of the lift followed an increased in-phase pattern of
coordination with increased coupling angle variability. Aim 2) Peak compression force at
the L5/S1 level increased from 14 kN to 15 kN without vest and 15 kN to 17 kN with vest,
while shear forces decreased from 3.8 kN to 3.4 kN without the vest and 4.2 kN to 3.8 kN
with the vest, when deadlifting is performed to failure. Aim 3) Grip strength and total
number of repetitions were positively correlated with changes in lumbar compression
force, while the side plank test was negatively correlated with changes in shear forces.
Conclusion: High load RTF deadlifts, with and without body armor, places
significant mechanical stress on the lumbar spine, specifically at L5/S1. Compression and
shear forces surpass injury threshold guidelines for civilian occupational work force,
however these injury thresholds are not identified for the military population (or tactical
athlete such as firefighters and police officers). Training for the ACFT will not only require
soldier to increase their 3RM deadlifting through varying training modalities (such as
RTF), but they will also need to spend time increasing total strength and core muscle
strength. Having a better understanding of which exercises affect spinal loads can aid
clinicians and strength and conditioning specialist to be specific in their intended outcomes
and injury prevention strategies.
KEYWORDS: Spine biomechanics, coordination variability, exercise tests, low back
pain, employment standards, musculoskeletal modeling
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
Background
Low back pain (LBP) is the most common musculoskeletal condition that affects
approximately 85% of the US population at some point in their lives and carries a
significant economic impact of over $100 billion annually [10, 11]. Low back pain is also
a significant problem and one of the primary musculoskeletal-related conditions affecting
active duty service members [1]. Due to the high physical demands of the armed services,
low back pain affects training participation, deployment readiness, and increases the
burden on medical resources. Low back pain was identified as the leading cause of nonbattle injuries during Operation Enduring Freedom/Operation Iraqi Freedom, and was the
primary complain of 53% of soldiers that presented to a pain management clinic [12].
Current warfare demands tend to rely more on muscular strength and endurance than
aerobic endurance due, in part, to the increased amount of the tactical load and mission
requirements [13]. The improved outer tactical vest (IOTV), or body armor, is currently
worn by Army soldiers around the world. The minimum configuration of this vest includes:
soft armor panel inserts, four ballistic plate inserts (front and back plates and two side
plates), collar, and groin protectors, where a fully equipped size medium IOTV weighs 30
pounds (14kg) and a size large IOTV weighs 35 pounds (16kg). The vest configuration
weight that is considered the standard “fighting load” weighs approximately 70 pounds
(32kg) [9]. Significant positive correlations have been found between complaints of LBP
and soldiers that wore body armor for more than four hours [14], and when the load was
greater than 45% of their body weight [15]. In a military population depending on unit type
within a Brigade Combat Team, the strongest predictor of low back injury is time spent
wearing body armor, repetitive lifting, and a history of low back pain [14, 16].
Total force fitness is not only about balancing combat readiness and wellness, but
also about maximizing lethality and physical prowess in this Nation’s warfighters [17].
Optimizing physical fitness is essential to combat readiness in order to reduce the
likelihood of low back injuries. The Army has launched multiple initiatives to improve
health and fitness, which include: US Army Training and Doctrine Command’s Baseline
soldier Physical Readiness Requirements, the Gender Neutral Physical Performance
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Standards studies, improving the Master Fitness Trainer program, the Army Medical
Command’s Soldier Medical Readiness and Performance Triad Campaigns [18], and most
recently Holistic Health and Fitness [19]. The 4th International Congress on Soldiers’
Physical Performance, meeting held in 2017, showed significant agreement by senior
leadership on two top priorities: how Soldier load impairs performance and identifying the
mechanisms that lead to musculoskeletal overuse injuries [20]. In an effort to reduce
injuries, a new physical fitness assessment test, the Army Combat Fitness Test (ACFT),
was developed to quantify Soldier’s ability to perform soldiering tasks in a deployed
environment [21]. This new test replaces the legacy three-event Army Physical Fitness
Test, that primarily measured aerobic and muscle endurance. The ACFT is composed of
six events: 3-rep maximum (3RM) low-handle hexbar deadlift, standing power throw,
hand-release push-up, sprint-drag-carry, leg tuck, and lastly a 2-mile run [22]. Holistic
Health and Fitness integrates the Performance Triad and multiple resources to help soldiers
increase performance on the ACFT, whilst reducing the likelihood of injury. This test is
gender and age neutral, which may pose an injury risk during physical fitness training that
was not present in past fitness training programs. Specifically, those tests that include
absolute lifting weights, which include the 3RM deadlift and the sprint-drag-carry. The
deadlift passing standard ranges from 140 lbs (minimum passing score of 60 points) to 340
lbs (max score of 100 points) [22]. The sprint-drag-carry has two weighted events –
backwards drag-sprint of a 90 lbs. sleigh over 50 meters, and two-45 lbs. kettlebell sprint
over 50 meters. Gender and lean body mass differences will play a significant role in
performance of these tasks, which will inevitably lead to specific training efforts to pass
this new test [23, 24].
Since more than two-thirds of U.S. soldier occupational tasks involve lifting from
floor level to waist height [2], increasing individual lifting capacity is strongly correlated
with performance in these tasks [3]. Lifting performance is associated with lean body mass
in both men and women [25]; however, women tend to have higher fat mass in their lower
body than men [26], and leg lean mass is a key characteristic associated with carry
performance in tactical tasks [27]. Hence, training for the first ACFT event (3RM deadlift)
to improve lifting capacity and decreasing lower body fat mass, directly relates to
performing carrying/lifting military tasks. Specificity in training programs to increase 3RM
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deadlift performance is expected to introduce a daily fitness regimen of repetitive heavy
lifting, and increased loading, that was absent in previous fitness programs when training
for the legacy fitness test. There will be positive and negative consequences to training to
pass the first ACFT event, which will impact the healthy soldier population, as well as
those with a history of low back pain and chronic low back pain.
One training modality that can be used in training programs to improve lifting
performance is repetitions-to-failure (RTF) or repetitive lifting to volitional failure [4-8].
Failure in RTF can be defined as the muscle’s inability to produce sufficient force to control
a given load, leading to termination of an exercise set [28]. RTF is widely used in resistance
training to improve muscle strength and endurance; hence, performing RTF deadlift
improves deadlift 3RM [9]. Despite the noted physiological benefits of RTF, its long-term
use has been discouraged due to the potential for decrease in growth-promoting hormones
and increase in overuse injuries [28].
Repetitive lifting has been shown to not only fatigue the quadriceps muscle, but
also the lumbar paraspinal musculature [29-32]. Lumbar muscle fatigue has been attributed
to a decrease in postural control which increases low back injury risk in occupational
settings [30, 33]. Figure 1 depicts a proposed pathway between RTF deadlift training
protocol and risk to low back injury based on ergonomic studies done with manual material
handlers. Studies of manual material handlers has shown that when participants perform
repetitive lifting to volitional failure without postural feedback, there is a significant
increase in lumbosacral flexion that nears maximal flexion of the lumbar spine [34], which
then leads to increases in passive bending moments of the osteoligamentous spine
structures [35, 36]. Studies have shown an increase in the phase angle of the lumbar spine
during a fatiguing repetitive lifting task and a significant increase in hip-lumbar spine
relative phase angle indicating the hip led the spine as the testing progressed [36]. There
are conflicting findings on compressive and shearing forces during repetitive lifting tasks,
where Dolan et al found a significant decrease in compressive forces, whereas Bonato et
al found an increase in both compressive and shearing forces [35, 37].
Lumbar spine compressive and shear forces have been used to assess the risk of
low back disorders by organizations like the National Institute of Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH), who recommends exposure thresholds for injury in occupational settings.
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Gallagher and Marras reported a maximum shear limit of 1,000 N for occasional exposure
to shear loading based on ≤ 100 lifts/day [38]; yet this maximum shear limit has been
shown, by Cholewicki and Eltoukhy, to be exceeded by competitive and recreational
deadlifters with appropriate technique [39, 40]. Lumbar spine loads during the deadlift
have been found to be over 7,000 N in compressive forces, and nearly 2,000 N for anteriorposterior (AP) shear forces [40]. Flexed lumbar posture during deadlifting (or other loaded
lifting tasks) has been identified as a significant risk factor for developing a low back injury
[33, 41]. However, change in lumbopelvic posture, coordination, and spinal loads during
repetitive lifting to volitional failure has not been studied with deadlifting in a population
with or without deadlifting experience. Hence, this makes varying training methods for the
first ACFT event that much more troublesome, when it’s effect on the lumbar spine are not
known.
Statement of the Problem
As deadlifting becomes an occupational requirement for military service (or
employment in other tactical occupations), understanding how different training modalities
affect injury risk becomes vital to that population. The effects of fatigue on lumbopelvic
biomechanics and coordination during repetitive lifting to volitional fatigue has been
explored in manual material handlers [34-36], however, no studies have looked at
biomechanical changes in the lumbar spine, while performing RTF deadlift. Also, no
studies to date have quantified lumbar spine loads while wearing body armor.
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to find how RTF training for the new ACFT deadlift
event will alter lumbar spine biomechanics in a healthy population with and without body
armor. A secondary exploratory objective is to examine the associations between changes
in lumbar loads and functional performance tests, such a front plank times, side plank
times, Sorenson-test times, hand-grip strength and total repetitions completed.
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Specific Aims and Hypotheses
Aim 1: Compare lumbo-pelvic coordination and variability while performing RTF
deadlift, with and without body armor
We hypothesize that in-phase coordination pattern will increase with fatigue and
coupling angle variability will decrease with fatigue. Vest condition will lead to similar
findings with greater magnitudes.
Aim 2: Investigate changes in lumbar loads while performing RTF deadlifts, with
and without body armor
We hypothesize that compression and shear forces will increase due to postural
changes from fatiguing repetitive lifting. Vest condition will lead to similar findings with
greater magnitudes.
Aim 3: Identify strength and core muscle endurance tests that are best associated
with changes in lumbar loads during RTF deadlifts
We hypothesize that those with longer front plank times, longer Biering-Sorenson
test times, and higher grip strength will have stronger positive associations with increases
in lumbar spine compression and shear forces.
Limitations
•

Due to weighted vest covering most of the trunk, a simple marker set for the
trunk had to be used. A CODA pelvis marker set was used for the pelvis with
two additional iliac crest markers, however due to the nature of the deadlifting
task, obstruction of pelvic or trunk markers caused some subject data to be
unusable. This was also true for hand markers, where, due to participants
sweating, some of the wrist and hand places markers fell off during testing.
Once participants started the RTF deadlift they were not stopped (one full effort
trial only).

•

No qualitative or quantitative measures of fatigue were used during RTF
deadlifting. Participants were instructed to lift repeatedly until they could no
longer lift the bar (exhaustion), voluntarily stopped, or rested longer than 2
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seconds. From this we assumed that they stopped due to being too fatigued
(physiological or mental) to continue.
•

Assumption that the thorax is a rigid segment and flexion is predominantly
occurring at the lumbar spine.

•

In the finite element model used in Chapter 4, there is an assumption that soft
tissue properties do not change over time and alterations in spinal loads are
occurring due to kinematic changes in lifting posture.

•

Skin motion artifact is common in three-dimensional motion capture, which can
become exacerbated by a subject’s adiposity and sweating during the repetitive
lifting task.

Copyright © Vanessa J. Ramirez 2021
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Figure 1.1 Proposed pathway on how RTF deadlift may lead to increased risk of low
back injury and reduce soldier medical (combat) readiness.
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CHAPTER 2: Literature Review
Introduction
Repetitions to failure (RTF) is widely used in resistance training to improve muscle
strength and hypertrophy [42, 43] Failure in RTF can be defined as the muscle’s inability
to produce sufficient force to control a given load, leading to termination of an exercise set
[28]. Multiple methods of implementing RTF have been reported in the literature including
one-repetition maximum (1RM) prediction models, finding critical resistance, velocitybased training, and autoregulatory progressive resistance exercise program [44-47].
Further, there have been significant research efforts towards quantifying the muscle
adaptations to RTF to improve powerlifting (i.e., bench press, squat, deadlift) performance.
For instance, performing RTF with high- or low-loads has been shown to increase 1RM
strength and muscle hypertrophy, in both men and women [6-8]. Accordingly, the
American College of Sports Medicine considers high repetition with moderate load
exercise programming effective in enhancing muscle hypertrophy [43]. Despite the noted
physiological benefits of RTF, its long-term use has been discouraged due to the potential
for decrease in growth-promoting hormones and increase in overuse injuries [28].
Furthermore, low back injuries have been shown to be prevalent amongst deadlifters,
specifically those training to increase their deadlift 1RM [48, 49].
Deadlifting is essential for physical assessment of job performance and retention
into physically demanding jobs (e.g., Military service). Considering the likely
implementation of RTF training to pass such an occupational requirement, it is important
to gain a better understanding of RTF deadlift training given the associated injury risk for
the lower back. Specifically, mitigation of the low back injuries associated with deadlifting
requires a better understanding of the effects of repetitive deadlift training on low back
biomechanics. Therefore, the purpose of this narrative review is to summarize studies of
low back biomechanics during the deadlift and other repetitive lifting tasks. This review is
expected to highlight the gaps in the existing literature concerning the impact of repetitive
lifting on low back biomechanics and the associated risk of low back injuries.
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Methods
A review of the literature was conducted by using PubMed and Google Scholar
search engine for English language articles before December 2019. The University of
Kentucky library was used to pull the full text articles. Two sets of key word searches were
used: [(deadlift) AND ((biomechanics) OR (spine))] and [((repetitive lifting) OR (box lift)
OR (deadlift)) AND (fatigue) AND ((biomechanics) OR (spine))]. Inclusion and exclusion
criteria are respectively outlined in Table 1. Only full text articles were included and their
reference lists and “related articles” in Google Scholar were further searched to find
relevant sources that were not identified during the database search.
Results
Search results
An initial search of the key words yielded 108 articles, which was narrowed down
using the exclusion and inclusion criteria (Table 2.1), leading to the final 16 articles (Figure
2.1). VR reviewed all potential articles starting with key words in titles, followed by
reading abstracts, and pulling full text articles. The final decision on the inclusion of
articles was made by two reviewers (VR and BB). All the identified deadlift studies
involved one to three repetitions of the deadlift in varying relative loads. More specifically,
no study on RTF of deadlift was found that analyzed any aspect of the lower back
biomechanics. However, eight studies reported changes in different aspects of lower back
biomechanics under repetitive lifting techniques other than deadlift that have also been
included in this review. Accordingly, the findings of reviewed studies are presented in two
sections; section one is focused on biomechanics of the lower back under a typical deadlift
task, and section two is focused on changes in biomechanics of the lower back during
repetitive lifting, other than deadlifting. A summary of each reviewed article with
methodology can be found in Appendix 1.
Biomechanical factors associated with the deadlift
Deadlift lumbar loads
Lumbar kinetics during deadlifting has been characterized using measures of net
moment, compressive and shearing forces at the lower portion of the lumbar spine and
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were found to be dependent on the magnitude of lifted load (e.g., a given percent of 1RM),
bar type (e.g., straight bar, low handle hexagonal bar, and high-handle hexagonal bar), and
gender. Swinton et al assessed the L5/S1 net moments over a range of relative loads (10%
1RM to 80% 1RM) between the straight bar deadlift (mean 1RM: 244.5 +/- 39.5 kg) and
low handle hexagonal bar deadlift (mean 1RM: 265.0 ± 41.8 kg) [50]. When deadlifting
with the straight bar, peak lumbar net moment increased from 245 ± 46.3 Nm at 10% 1RM,
to 446.9 ± 73.9 Nm at 80% 1RM [50]. When lifting with the hexagonal bar, peak lumbar
net moment at 10% 1RM was 209 ± 48.6 Nm and increased to 409.2 ± 73.9 Nm at 80%
1RM [50]. Significant differences in net moments between the two bar types were found
only within the 10% to 60% 1RM range. Cholewicki et al found that the L4/5 net moments
ranged from 254.6 to 460.1 Nm in women, and 445 to 1071 Nm in men when performing
a 1RM deadlift (women mean 1RM: 145.8 ± 18.4 kg; men mean 1RM; 256.7 ± 29.9 kg)
with the straight bar [39]. While performing a 75% 1RM deadlift (mean 1RM: 107.0 ± 40.6
kg), Eltoukhy et al reported lumbar shear forces to be greatest at the L5 level of the lumbar
spine, with a peak value of 1,903 ± 936 N for generally fit males, while Cholewicki et al
found shear forces ranged from 2,150 N to 3,276 N in competitive male lifters, and from
1,363 N to 1,778 N in competitive female lifters [39, 40]. Eltoukhy et al reported peak axial
compressive forces of 7,963 ± 2,784 N which occurred at the L5 level in male lifters during
the final phase of the lift (standing) [40]. The L4/5 compressive forces at the time of lift
off was reported by Cholewicki et al to range from 7,942 to 18,449 N and from 5,090 to
8,018 N in male and female participants, respectively, when performing a 1RM [39]. While
Eltoukhy recruited generally fit males with lower 1RM (men: 107 ± 40.6 kg), the study
population in the Cholewicki study consisted of competitors during a Powerlifting
Competition, whom had much higher 1RM (women: 145.8 ± 18.4 kg; men: 256.7 ± 29.9
kg). This suggests that the differences in the magnitudes of lumbar loading can in part be
attributed to the loads lifted. Contrasting findings of Cholewicki and other earlier studies
of spinal loads during lifting [39], Eltoukhy reported the maximum compressive force to
occur at the standing position as opposed to the time of lift off [40]. Such contradictory
results are likely due to the absence of muscles in the biomechanical model used by
Eltoukhy to estimate spinal loads. In the absence of muscle forces, the major contributor
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to spinal load is gravitational force, which is more directionally aligned with and tends to
contribute more to compressive spinal force in upright standing versus forward bent
posture.
Deadlift kinematics
Lumbar kinematics during the deadlift has generally been characterized using a
measure of trunk posture/rotation and has been investigated for the effects of lifting styles
and bar types. McGuigan et al and Escamilla et al found significant differences between
trunk angles at lift off between the sumo style and the conventional style deadlifts while
performing a 1RM [51, 52]. A sumo style lift places the trunk in a more vertical position
(ranged from 57° to 65.5°), while in conventional style deadlifts the trunk is in a more
horizontal position (ranged from 66.7° to 73.4°) [51, 52]. Swinton et al found no
differences in the maximum trunk flexion during the straight bar deadlift (55.2 ± 9.8°)
versus the low handle hexagonal bar deadlift (57.9 ± 9.8º) [50]. It should be mentioned that
all aforementioned studies recruited skilled competitive powerlifters for their studies,
similar to Cholewicki et al [50-52].
Deadlift muscle activity
Activity of trunk muscles during heavy deadlift has also been investigated. In
general, trunk muscle activity was not affected by lifting style and bar type. According to
Escamilla et al while performing three repetitions of a 12RM sumo and conventional style
deadlift, there were no differences in muscle activation at L3 and T12 paraspinals
throughout the lift [53]. Similarly, Camara et al found the erector spinae muscle activity
were similar during the concentric phase (lifting phase) of a low handle hexagonal bar
deadlift and a conventional straight bar deadlift [54].
Effects of repetitive lifting on lumbar spine biomechanics and lumbopelvic
coordination
Alterations in biomechanics of the lumbar region during repetitive lifting have been
reported in worksite settings. Unlike the deadlift, which requires the lifting of extremely
heavy weights, studies in the occupational setting were performed with 10 – 13 kg boxes
from the floor to waist level. Although substantially different in the magnitude of the load
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compared to deadlifts, one can make inferences on changes in biomechanics of the lumbar
region during a repetitive deadlift task from these occupational safety studies. Lifting to
failure was reported in the subsequent literature under two conditions: a self-selected pace
and a pre-selected pace (metronome).
Kinetic alterations of fatigue
Similar to studies of the deadlift, lumbar kinetics have been characterized using
measures of net moment, compressive and shearing forces at the lower portion of the
lumbar spine. Dolan and Adams used a self-selected pace for a fatiguing lifting task (100
lifts with 10kg weight) and found a decrease in compressive forces at the lumbar spine
from 3,588 ± 823 N to 3,190 ± 1139 N [35]. They found an increase in passive bending
moments (moment experienced by the passive posterior ligamentous structures of the spine
when lumbar flexion is occurring) from 20% to 27.1% of the elastic limit of the osteoligamentous lumbar spine [35]. Also, the net moment acting on the L5/S1 significantly
decreased by 11.9% [35]. Sparto et al conducted a maximal-lifting rate protocol while
lifting 25% of maximal iso-inertial lifting capacity as many times as possible [55] and
compared kinetics during the initial and final three repetitions. Although lifting frequency
remained unchanged (39 lifts/minute), they reported a significant decrease in average
lifting force (i.e., from 254 ± 94 N to 205 ± 31 N) and decrease in lumbar net moment (i.e.,
from 188 ± 39 Nm to 159 ± 24 Nm) [55]. Boocock at al explored repetitive lifting to
exhaustion of a 13kg box at a pre-selected rate of 10 lifts/minute for 20 minutes and found
an increase in passive bending moment of the L5/S1 from 46.2 Nm to 95.8 Nm between
the first and last minutes of the task [34]. Although passive bending moments did increase,
there were no significant change in the L5/S1 net moment [34]. During a faster paced
repetitive lifting task (i.e. 20 lifts/minute for 20 minutes), Boocock et al reported larger
differences in the L5/S1 net moment between younger versus older (179.6 Nm versus 153.1
Nm) manual material handlers (MMH) throughout the task [34]. Bonato et al also explored
the effects of repetitive lifting to fatigue while performing 12 lifts/minute for 4.5 minutes
of a 13kg box on lower back kinetics [37]. They reported a decrease in net moment, an
increase in peak compressive forces, and an increase in peak absolute shear force at L4/5
at the time of maximum vertical box acceleration [37]. Using the same load and rate of
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lifting as the Bonato study, Ebenbichler et al found a significant increase in the L4/5 net
moment during the lifting task [56], which contradicts the results found by Bonato.
Differing methodologies of data collection and analysis may have contributed to the
conflicting results of lumbar net moments and compressive forces in studies that used a
pre-selected pace. Dolan and Adams used a 3-space Isotrak to collect lumbar spine
kinematics and obtained electromyography (EMG) of the erector spinae, in order to
estimate compressive force acting on the lumbar spine by dividing the peak extensor
moment by the equivalent level arm for the back muscles [35]. Ebenbichler, Bonato et al,
and Boocock et al all implemented an inverse dynamics approach to estimate lumbar
kinetics using kinematics data along with ground reaction forces each collected by a
different set of systems.
Kinematic alterations of fatigue
Kinematic alterations in the lumbar region have been reported for repetitive
occupational lifting using trunk, lumbar, and lumbosacral sagittal plane angles. Boocock
et al compared kinematic variables between the first minute and the final minute of
repetitive lifting to failure [34]. They found that percent lumbosacral flexion and percent
trunk flexion significantly increased from 71.7% to 98.4% and 63.9% to 87.7%,
respectively. In a similar methodological study, Boocock et al explored age-related
differences (young and old) within manual material handlers and found significant
increases in percent lumbosacral flexion [57]. The changes in lumbosacral flexion were
found to be influenced by participant age such that older participants started with a greater
percent lumbosacral flexion compared to younger participants, but end up completing the
task at a lower percent of lumbosacral flexion (98.5% vs 81.6%). This is consistent with
the results of previous a study with a similar age for young manual material handlers [34,
57]. Bonato et al reported an increase in trunk range of motion and no changes in postural
index during repetitive lifting. They also reported a trend over time where those that started
with a stoop lift changed to a more squat lift [37]. Conversely, Ebenbichler et al found a
transition from a squat lift to a stooped lifting style while utilizing the same repetitive lifting
task as Bonato et al [56]. Dolan and Adams also found a significant increase in percent
peak lumbar flexion over time, which increased from 83.3% to 90.4% [35]. Sparto et al’s
maximal-lifting rate protocol (as many lifts as possible) induced an increase in peak lumbar
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spine flexion (35 ± 16° to 38 ± 16°) over the duration of the lifting protocol, which equates
to approximately 34 ± 23% of the osteo-ligamentous elastic limit [55]. Like Ebenbichler et
al, Sparto et al found there was a postural strategy shift from a squat lift to a more stooped
lifting style [55]. In another similar study by Sparto et al, increases in both the average
lumbar spine phase angle (68 ± 11° to 77 ± 13°) and the average hip-lumbar spine relative
phase angle (14 ± 12° to 22 ± 18°) were reported during a repetitive lifting task to fatigue
[36]. Frontal- and transverse plane motion of the trunk were not affected by fatigue,
showing the sagittal plane was mostly affected by the symmetrical lifting task [36].
Muscle activity alterations of fatigue
Potential muscle fatigue in the erector spinae during repetitive lifting is typically
measured via EMG median frequency. Boocock et al found EMG median frequency
decreased pre- and post-repetitive lifting in young and old individuals. However, within
the young individuals, there was a greater decrease in the lower erector spinae paraspinals
median frequency intercept (12% decrease) compared to the upper erector spinae median
frequency intercept (9.4% decrease) [57]. Dolan and Adams also looked at pre- and postisometric strength testing of the lumbar spine and found significant decrease in median
frequency intercept and gradient at L3 indicating the dynamic task caused measurable
fatigue [35].
Discussion
The purpose of this literature review was to summarize earlier reports of lower back
biomechanics and its changes during the RTF deadlift. Deadlift of a load representing 75%
to 100% of an individual’s maximum lifting capacity, particularly among competitive
lifters, impose huge mechanical demands on the lower back. The “starting” or “lift off”
was reported to be the lifting position associated with the greatest mechanical demand on
the lumbar spine during the deadlift. Specifically, the maximum compressive forces
reaching 18 kN in men and 8 kN in women, and the maximum shearing forces reaching up
to 3 kN in men and 2 kN in women, were reported [39, 40]. While several research groups
have investigated different aspects of lower back biomechanics during one to three cycles
of deadlifting, we could not identify any earlier study of lower back biomechanics during
the RTF deadlift.
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Shearing and compressive forces have been found to be a significant factor that
lead to intervertebral disc pathologies including disc protrusions and prolapse [58-60]. The
reported injury threshold for the lumbar spine segments range between 5 – 10 kN and
between 1 – 2 kN, for compressive and shearing forces, respectively [38, 61]. Gallagher
and Marras reported a maximum shear limit of 1,000 N for occasional exposure to shear
loading based on ≤ 100 lifts/day [38]; yet as was described in the results section, this
maximum shear limit is easily exceeded during the deadlift, even with appropriate
techniques [39, 40]. Therefore, it appears that repetitive deadlift, while associated with
known physiological benefits [43], is associated with high risk of spinal injury particularly
if performed under high repetitions. Additionally, because the deadlift puts a high demand
on lower back musculature [39, 62], fatigue-induced changes in posture can further
increase spinal loads and the subsequent risk of lower back injury [35].
Only two studies were found that quantified spinal loads during the deadlift and
one had a significant limitation. Specifically, the model used in Elthoukhy et al, a finite
element model, did not include muscle forces [40]. Trunk extensor muscle force is a major
contributor to spinal loads during lifting exertions. Hence neglecting muscle contributions
can underestimate spinal compressive forces by 45% and shearing forces by 70% [63-65].
Therefore, there is a strong need for the application of a more robust computational model
to quantify spinal loads during the deadlift.
Although the physiological effects of RTF have heavily been capitalized upon by
rehabilitation specialists and strength coaches alike to elicit muscle adaptations [6],
repetitive lifting has been shown to fatigue the lumbar paraspinal musculature [29-31].
Lumbar muscle fatigue has been attributed to a deterioration in postural control and
increase in injury risk in occupational settings [33, 66]. However, the effects of lumbar
muscle fatigue during RTF deadlifting on lower back biomechanics is not well known. The
body’s ability to maintain postural control and stability during repetitive deadlifting is a
fundamental component of injury prevention that should be accounted for when
implementing training regimens, like RTF deadlift.
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Conclusion
Deadlift training programs that maximize strength and hypertrophy via muscle
failure protocols are promoted due to their known physiological benefits. Despite the
significant causal role of lower back biomechanics in occurrence of low back injuries, there
is a very limited knowledge related to the biomechanical impact of deadlifting training on
the lower back and the associated risk of injury. Therefore, future research aimed at
evaluating lower back biomechanics during RTF deadlift with an emphasis on accurate
quantification of spinal loads, can be of value to clinicians and strength coaches in the
prevention and treatment of low back injuries during resistance training for the tactical and
athletic populations.
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Table 2.1 Study inclusion and exclusion criteria for literature review
Inclusion criteria:
1. Published in a peer reviewed journal, in English
2. Instrumentation identified using 2D/3D motion capture, force plates, or
electromyography
3. Performing the deadlift with a straight or hexagonal bar (conventional or sumo
style lift)
4. Repetitive lifting with the purpose to induce fatigue
Exclusion criteria:
1. Stooped lifting only or lifting from a constrained position
2. Asymmetrical lift
3. Non-human studies
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Figure 2.1 Study flow diagram
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CHAPTER 3: Does Wearing a Tactical Vest Impact Lumbopelvic Coordination and
Variability When Performing Repetitions-To-Failure Deadlift
Introduction
Low back pain is a significant problem and one of the primary musculoskeletalrelated conditions affecting active duty service members [1]. With the U.S. military being
engaged in armed conflict over the last 17 years, soldiers today have spent more time
conducting and training for combat operations than the previous two decades [16]. The
physical demands (amount of load carried/lifted and the time spent wearing body armor)
of deployed soldiers is heavily dependent on unit type and occupation [16]. Although
infantry soldiers have been found to have the highest fitness levels, wore the heaviest
equipment, and spent the most time wearing body armor (49 hours/week) while deployed,
the incidence of low back pain (77%) was similar to other units with different occupational
demands [16]. The strongest predictors of low back pain in a Brigade Combat Team, is
time spent wearing body armor and a history of low back pain [14, 16]. The Brigade
Support Battalion was the only unit within the brigade that had repetitive lifting as the best
predictor for low back pain. [16]. This was attributed to potentially having to lift greater
loads at a lower frequency, than their counterparts, as well as having more females assigned
whom are at greater risk of injury than males whilst doing the same job [16]. Soft tissue
tolerance is influenced by loading history, cyclic loading, and load magnitude [67].
Unfortunately, in the military environment, wearing body armor plus these load-based
factors occur during garrison and deployed settings [68]. Hence, the effect that body armor
has on soft tissue structures during tactical tasks needs further investigation.
More than two-thirds of U.S. soldier occupational tasks involve lifting from floor
level to waist height [2], increasing individual lifting capacity is strongly correlated with
performance of occupational tasks [3]. Optimizing lifting capacity is essential to combat
readiness and would aid in reducing the likelihood of low back injuries. However, the
additional load generated by a soldier’s body armor on trunk biomechanics requires further
consideration as it pertains to soldier fitness standards that may lead to a reduced incidence
of low back injuries. The Army Combat Fitness Test (ACFT) was developed and
implemented to include more soldier-specific tasks, such as the 3RM deadlift, which
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directly relates to performing carrying/lifting military-based tasks [9, 69]. Those with lower
lifting capacities will need more training for the 3RM deadlift event in order to improve
overall strength and muscle endurance. One training modality that can be used in training
programs to improve lifting performance is repetitions-to-failure (RTF) or repetitive lifting
to volitional failure [4-8]. Although RTF deadlift are readily utilized in fitness training to
increase lifting capacity, little is known about the effects of such fatiguing repetitive
deadlifting on the biomechanics of the lumbar spine. Repetitive lifting has been shown to
not only fatigue the quadriceps muscle [30, 31], but also the lumbar paraspinal musculature
[29, 32].
Muscle fatigue in erector spinae muscle and increased lumbar/trunk flexion during
repetitive lifting of high loads are significant risk factors for the development of low back
pain [33, 70]. Multiple studies have explored the effects of fatigue on multi-joint motor
control patterns that include changes in coordination, variability, timing, and spatial
accuracy [2, 71-74]. Measures of lumbo-pelvic coordination and variability have been used
to identify differences between those with and without low back pain [75, 76], as well as
lumbo-pelvic coordination and variability changes with fatigue in healthy subjects [73].
Non-linear analysis, such as vector coding or continuous relative phase analysis, are
increasingly being used to study movement patterns in order to identify risk factors that
lead to musculoskeletal injury and to develop interventions to treat musculoskeletal
injuries. These analysis methods are increasing in popularity due to their ability to capture
dynamic human motion that linear approaches lack. Muscle fatigue (and injury) has been
shown to decrease lumbo-pelvic variability and increase in-phase axial and sagittal plane
lumbo-pelvic motion during gait and repetitive lifting tasks, indicating a more guarded
movement pattern [73, 77]. The deadlift exercise is a predominantly in-phase sagittal plane
motion with minimal lumbar spine range of motion throughout the movement [78, 79]. To
the best of our knowledge, no studies to date have examined the effects of RTF deadlift
has on lumbo-pelvic coordination and variability.
The objective of this study is to investigate the effects of RTF deadlift, with and
without a body armor, on lumbo-pelvic coordination and variability. Vector coding was
utilized to quantify the coordinative patterns based on the coupling angle [80, 81] and
coupling angle variability was quantified using circular statistics [81, 82]. Previous studies
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have shown that a loaded trunk is associated with more in-phase coordination, greater trunk
muscle activation, and less coordination variability. Hence, we hypothesize that the no
body armor condition during RTF deadlift will result in increased in-phase motion and
decreased variability between the trunk and pelvis from initial state (initial 10% of
repetitions) to final state (last 10% of repetitions) and the inclusion of body armor during
RTF deadlift will magnify these changes in lumbo-pelvic coordination.
Methods
Study Design
A doubly multivariate design, or a completely within-subject repeated measures
design, was used to test the initial 10% and final 10% of total repetitions of deadlift RTF
with and without body armor on trunk-pelvis coordination and coupling angle variability.
Each participant completed both tasks over two days of testing, 3-7 days apart, where each
day they performed one set of RTF deadlift and were randomly assigned the body armor
condition (with or without body armor) for that day’s testing.
An a priori power analysis was conducted for a repeated-measures, within factors,
MANOVA, given an effect size f = 0.25, alpha (𝛂𝛂) = 0.05, power = 0.80, number of groups
= 4, number of measurements = 2, and correlation among measurements = 0.5, a sample
size of 36 participants are required [83]. Twenty-eight participants were recruited, however
due to COVID-19 participant recruitment was halted. From the 28 recruited, due to marker
occlusion and missing data points, this resulted in 23 subjects’ datasets used for data
analysis.
Participants
Twenty-three healthy adults participated in this study (18 males, 5 females; mean
age 25.74 ± 5.09 years; height 1.72 ± 0.07 m; body mass 82.06 ± 16.44 kg; total repetitions
with vest condition 30 ± 16; total repetitions without vest condition 42 ± 17). There was a
significant difference in total repetitions performed with and without the vest (p < 0.0001).
Individuals age range was from 19 to 36 yrs. Participants had no history of low back pain
or other musculoskeletal impairments or medical conditions that would prevent them from
performing a 68 kg repetitive lifting task or high intensity exercise were included in this
study. Additional inclusion criteria for this study were a negative result on the Physical
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Activity Readiness Questionnaire [84], prior experience with performing the deadlift
exercise in the past year, and having a 3RM deadlift greater than 68 kg. All participants
provided written informed consent with and ethical approval received by the IRB of the
University of Kentucky (IRB# 48026).
Experimental Procedure
Testing procedures were conducted at the University of Kentucky in the Human
Performance Lab. Biomechanical testing was performed using a 15-camera motion capture
system (Motion Analysis Corp., Rohnert Park, CA) with a sampling rate of 100 Hz. A
Modified Cleveland Clinic market-set was used with thirty-six 9 mm retro-reflective
markers placed on various anatomical landmarks. The trunk segment was identified with
markers placed on: C7, acromion (bilateral), and sternal notch, and the pelvis segment was
defined with markers placed bilaterally at the anterior superior iliac spine, iliac crests, and
posterior superior iliac spine. Trunk, pelvis, and bilateral upper extremities were used for
further processing. See Appendix 2 for marker placement schematic.
Body armor was simulated using a 22.68 kg weighted exercise vest (miR Air Flow
Weighted Vest), where the weight was evenly distributed from the front to back (see Figure
3.1). Testing was performed over two days and the day in which participants wore the vest
was randomized. Self-selected stretches and a 5-minute warm-up on a cycle ergometer, at
a self-selected pace, and moderate resistance was performed by each participant. Following
the warm-up, 3-5 familiarization deadlift repetitions with safety instructions were
conducted. Shoulder width was measured as the distance between the two acromions, black
tape was placed on the floor to mark the distance, and subject’s feet were placed over the
tape. This ensured standardization of foot placement for day 1 and day 2 testing. The lowhandle position was used on the hexagonal bar and trunk inclination was self-selected. The
participants used a “touch-and-go” lifting method at a self-selected pace while performing
RTF. Failure in the performance was considered when the bar was not in motion for longer
than two seconds (stopping in the down or up position), or voluntarily stopping and taking
the hands off the bar. At no point during testing could the participants take their hands off
the bar or drop the bar to the ground. However, the participants were allowed to let the
weight touch the ground as the transition from lowering to lifting of the their movement.
Once safety and procedures were discussed and the individual verbalized understanding,
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they performed the deadlift RTF. No lifting straps, chalk, or belts were allowed. The
deadlift weight and the vest weight remained constant regardless of gender or body mass.
See Appendix 3 for pictures of vest and no vest condition while performing the deadlift.
No feedback was given to the participants on form/posture during the RTF deadlift task
performance, only verbal encouragement was given to continue lifting to the best of their
abilities. The number of repetitions completed were not disclosed to the participants during
or after testing to prevent bias during performance or sharing with other participants.
Data Processing
Marker trajectory data of the pelvis and trunk segments relative to the global
coordinate system were filtered with a fourth order, low-pass, Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 6 Hz using Visual3D (C-Motion, Inc., Germantown, MD) [85]. Sagittal
plane rotations corresponded to pelvis anterior/posterior tilt (negative/positive sign,
respectively) and trunk flexion/extension (negative/positive sign, respectively). A righthand orthogonal Cardan XYZ sequence of rotation was used for the trunk and pelvis
segments. One lift cycle was considered from the starting position (lift off position seen in
Appendix 3) to the standing position (lift complete seen in Appendix 3). Data were
exported and a custom-written MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) script was used
for all further analyses.
The right-hand marker position was used to identify each repetition and represented
bar movement; only trunk/pelvis data where the bar was moving was included for further
analysis. Each repetition was broken down into three phases by dividing trunk excursion
into thirds to identify the initial, middle, and final phases of the dead lift. The deadlift has
been broken down into three phases elsewhere [52], which include lift-off, knee pass, and
lift completion [42]. The first and last repetitions were excluded from analysis due to the
sagittal plane angular data being visually different from all other repetitions. The initial
and final 10% of the total repetitions completed were utilized for data analysis.
Angle-angle diagrams were created for sagittal plane motion with the pelvis
segment on the vertical axis and the trunk segment on the horizontal axis. A modified
vector coding technique was used to quantify inter-segmental coordination using coupling
angles (), which was then classified into one of four coordination patterns [80, 81]. The
mean coupling angle (γ ̅) and coupling angle variability (CAV) over each repetition phase
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was calculated using circular statistics [82]. These calculations are described in detail
below.
Calculation of Coupling Angle
Angle-angle plots of the trunk and pelvis segment angles were created and used to
quantify coupling angles (γ) using vector coding methods described by Chang et al [80].
Four coordination patterns were identified from the coupling angles, which include: inphase (both segments move in the same direction), anti-phase (both segments move in
opposite directions), trunk-only motion (the trunk is moving while the pelvis does not), and
pelvis only motion (the pelvis is moving while the trunk does not). These categories are
represented as histograms of γ within each category over the lifting cycle phases. Table 3.1
demonstrates the scheme used to categorize the coordination patterns.
For each increment (i) during the lift cycle the coupling angle (γ𝑖𝑖 ) was calculated

as the difference between consecutive segment angles and taking the arctangent of the

distal segment (𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷 ) over the proximal segment (𝜃𝜃𝑃𝑃 ), as shown in Equations 3.2.1 and 3.2.2
[81].
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Eq. 3.2.1
Eq. 3.2.2

The following conditions (Eq. 3.2.3) were then applied so the coupling angle values

are between 0 and 360 degrees.
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Eq. 3.2.3
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Averaging and Variability Calculation
Coupling angles are directional in nature, hence the average coupling angle (𝛾𝛾̅ ) are
calculated using the average horizontal (𝑥𝑥̅ ) and vertical (𝑦𝑦�) components of the coupling
angle at each instant using circular statistics [82] (Eq. 3.2.4, 3.2.5)
𝑥𝑥�𝚤𝚤 =
𝑦𝑦�𝚤𝚤 =

1

𝑛𝑛

1

𝑛𝑛
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Eq. 3.2.4
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Eq. 3.2.5

The components are then used to find the average coupling angle and the following

conditions (Eq. 3.2.6) are placed to ensure 𝛾𝛾̅ is between 0 and 360 deg.
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Eq. 3.2.6

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 = 0, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 > 0
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 = 0, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 < 0
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 = 0, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 0

The length, 𝑟𝑟̅ , of the average coupling angle is calculated below (Eq. 3.2.7) and is

a measure of dispersion, where r is a value between 0 (no concentration about a single
direction) and 1 (all points going in the same direction) [82].
𝑟𝑟�𝚤𝚤 = �𝑥𝑥�𝚤𝚤 2 + 𝑦𝑦�𝚤𝚤 2

Eq. 3.2.7

Coupling angle variability (CAV) is then a measure of angular variance and

equivalent to the standard deviation in linear statistics as shown below (Eq. 3.2.8)
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 = √2(1 − 𝑟𝑟�)
𝚤𝚤 ∙

Statistical Analysis
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Eq. 3.2.8

𝜋𝜋

Descriptive statistics (mean and SD) were used for demographics, kinematic data,
coordination patterns, and CAV. To determine the interaction effects of the vest condition,
fatigue, and phase on coordination measures, a completely within-in subject, repeatedmeasures multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used. The independent
variables were the vest condition (with and without vest), the fatigue state (initial and final
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10% of repetitions), and phase of the lift. The dependent variables were coordination
patterns and CAV. The MANOVA will highlight interaction effects, as it is unknown how
the vest condition or fatigue will affect the dependent variables over three phases. If there
are no interaction effects, the main effects are reported. A Šidák correction was used to
counteract the problem of multiple comparisons. Since this is a repeated-measures
MANOVA, violations of sphericity may occur. The Huynh-Feldt correction will be used
in the case of sphericity violation. A paired t-test was used to compare total repetitions
performed with and without a vest. A significance level of p ≤ 0.05 was used for all
statistical tests, and was supplemented by calculating effect size (ES) between variables,
with ES > 0.5 representing moderate differences [86]. All statistical procedures were
performed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 26 (IBM Corp.,
Armonk, NY, USA).
Results
Kinematics
There were no significant interaction effects between the vest condition and fatiguestate (initial and final) for both the trunk and pelvis during peak flexion and extension
angles. There were significant fatigue and vest main effects. RTF significantly increased
trunk flexion (p = 0.0001; ES = 0.584) and pelvis flexion (p = 0.003; ES = 0.346), while
increasing pelvis extension (p = 0.001; ES = 0.375).
The vest condition only affected peak trunk extension (p = 0.0001; ES = 0.462)
where trunk extension was decreased (increased flexion in standing) when wearing the
vest. See Table 3.2 for descriptive statistics of the trunk and pelvis peak angles.
Coordination Pattern
Significant phase by fatigue interactions were found in three coordination patterns
of in-phase (F(2, 21) = 20.291, p = 0.0001; Wilks’ Λ = 0.341), anti-phase (F(2, 21) =
14.694, p = 0.0001; Wilks’ Λ = 0.417), and trunk-only (F(2, 21) = 8.201, p = 0.002; Wilks’
Λ = 0.561), where fatigue affected each phase differently. Anti-phase coordination
category had additional interaction of vest by fatigue (F(1, 22) = 5.830, p = 0.025; Wilks’
Λ = 0.791), and a three-way interaction between vest, phase, and fatigue (F(2, 21) = 3.921,
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p = 0.036; Wilks’ Λ = 0.728), where the vest only affected the un-fatigued (initial) states
of the first and third phase.
Coupling Angle Variability
There was a significant phase by fatigue interaction (F(2,20) = 8.738, p = 0.002;
Wilks’ Λ = 0.534), where fatigue affected each phase differently, and only the first and
third phase of the lift showed increase in variability. Table 3.4 illustrates the changes in
variability with fatigue and vest conditions over the three phases.
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of RTF deadlift on lumbopelvic coordination and variability, with and without simulated body armor. We
hypothesized that there would be an increase in in-phase motion and a decrease in
coordination variability with fatigue. The hypothesis was supported for increased in-phase
motion, however, due to significant interaction effects by phase and fatigue, coordination
pattern changes in response to fatigue were dependent on the phase of the lift under
investigation. This meant that fatigue affected the coordination pattern of the three phases
of the deadlift differently. Although the initial third of the lift (lift-off) increased in inphase motion by the end of the RTF deadlift task, the last third (lift completion) decreased
in in-phase motion and become predominantly trunk-only motion. The anti-phase category
was negligible in magnitude, similar to previous work by Zehr et al [79], however
significant two- and three-way interaction effects were found, where the vest mostly
affected the initial phase of the lift. These coordination pattern changes, specifically in the
first and third phases of the lift, are indicative of re-organization of inter-segmental relative
motion between the trunk and pelvis in response to a fatiguing repetitive lifting task. One
study that quantified coordination patterns using vector coding (VC) of a lifting task
(similar to the deadlift), found almost 75% of the lift was spent within the in-phase category
[79]. This, however, represented the whole lift and not different phases of the lift. Previous
studies that evaluated the effect of fatigue on lumbo-pelvic coordination during repetitive
lifting used continuous relative phase (CRP) and not vector coding. Hu and Ning found a
decrease in lumbar-pelvis CRP during lifting post fatigue [73], while Sparto et al found
increase in relative phase angle between the hip and lumbar spine [36].
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Peak trunk and pelvis flexion angles were significantly greater in the last 10%
compared to the initial 10% of repetitions, indicating a more forward flexed posture in the
final 10% of repetitions. Trunk flexion angles increased by 10° without the vest (8° with
the vest) compared to a 4° increase in pelvis flexion without the vest (2° with the vest).
These increases in trunk and pelvis flexion can be put into context via a trunk-pelvis ratio
which increased from 1.26 to 1.34, meaning there was a greater increase in trunk flexion
to pelvis flexion, thus increasing lumbar flexion with fatigue. Similar to previous work [34,
35, 37, 55] the participants in the current study demonstrated increases in trunk and lumbar
flexion with fatigue during repetitive lifting. When going into the third phase of the lift (lift
completion), the standing posture is also affected by fatigue where the pelvis shifts to a less
anteriorly rotated position, which would place the lumbar region into a more flattened
spine. Interestingly, the vest condition did not have a main effect on either the sagittal plane
angular motion nor the coordination patterns between the trunk and pelvis.
Coupling angle variability (CAV) did not follow our hypothesis, as it increased
with fatigue and did not decrease as predicted. Similar to the coordination pattern,
significant two-way interaction effects were found between phase and fatigue, where
increases in CAV occurred in the first and third phase of the lift and no changes were seen
in the second, or middle, phase. The greatest variability was seen in the first and third
phases of the lift (similar finding with the vest condition). Hu and Ning found lumbopelvic
CRP variability decreased when lifting post a trunk extensor muscle fatigue protocol [73],
however this was a mean value of the whole lift. Vector coding of the trunk-pelvis complex
during gait has shown to decrease in coordination variability in the axial plane after
exposure to a fatiguing protocol [77]. Vector coding has also been used to quantify
variability changes during a cutting maneuver in the lower limb after localized hamstring
fatigue, which also found a decrease in coordination variability [87]. Caution must be taken
when comparing different coordination variability methods, such as CRP and VC, as it has
been shown to not produce the same outcomes with respect to the magnitudes and timing
of the peaks [88, 89]. Variability in this study was defined like Chang and Needham et al
defined CAV using Batschelet’s circular statistics. However, other studies have cited the
use of circular statistics, but mathematically defined it differently than this study. Such
methods include the Tepavac Coordination Variability Method (TCVM) [90] and the
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Heiderscheit Coordination Variability Method (HCVM) [91]. These two commonly used
coordination variability methods have recently been shown to present with statistical
artefact, where variability has been found to be artificially inflated during shorter vector
lengths, or time periods with smaller segmental motions [77, 88, 92]. No studies have
compared Chang’s CAV method to TCVM or HCVM’s methods. These methods are
readily used in the dynamical systems theory and cannot fully describe whether and
increase or decrease in variability is ideal or detrimental to the dynamic system [75]. More
complex methods, used in motor control theory by Latash and colleagues, are needed to
further explore variability as “good” or “bad” [72, 93].
When we consider the principles of motor control theory, in order to maintain good
motor performance of the task in this study, one has to consider the number of degrees of
freedom of each segment and the neuromuscular systems being affected in these segments.
When the performance outcome requires accuracy, regardless of onset of fatigue,
reorganization of the motor control system and its segments must occur in order to maintain
the specific performance outcome, thus increasing coordination variability [72, 93]. In this
study the performance outcome involves exerting sufficient force to lift a heavy mass from
floor level to full standing. It would be logical for there to be an increase in variability
when such a complex system is under fatigue, and when the re-organization of the
coordination pattern is found [93]. The trunk and pelvis segments have 6 degrees of
freedom each with multi-level synovial joints that connect them, each with their own 6
degrees of freedom. Fatigue effects on trunk dynamics have been found in other studies
where fatigue resulted in poorer trunk stability during dynamic movements and an increase
in postural sway during quiet standing [74, 94]. The findings in this study support the
increase in variability with fatigue as described by the motor control theory [93, 95]. The
results of this study show the importance of using multiple variables (kinematics,
coordination pattern, and CAV), to contextualize the effects of fatigue on a complex
system. The use of variability measures alone cannot put this measurement into context of
the system that is being evaluated. The adaptive response of inter-segmental relative
motions when exposed to fatigue is dependent on the performance outcome/task performed
and fatigued elemental variables (e.g., joint angles, force produced, muscle activation) for
stabilization [93].
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There are a few limitations in this study that need further discussion. Sample size
was a limitation, however even with a smaller sample significant finding were still
identified. As with all fatiguing protocol studies, the duration of the effort put forth by the
participants (how many repetitions were performed under both conditions) is dependent on
the subject’s motivation to continue. Quantitative measures of fatigue, such as surface
EMG, were not employed in this study and as such we cannot confirm that true muscle
fatigue of the erector spinae muscles occurred when performing the task [56]. A rate of
perceived exertion scale was not used to obtain pre and post measures of subjective fatigue,
which would have provided a more quantitative value of exertion that is highly correlated
with fatigue [96, 97]. Marker placement on the skin causes skin motion artifact especially
when performing fatiguing exercise which causes perspiration and markers can loosen their
adhesion to the skin. The pelvis markers (particularly the ASIS) are most affected by
adiposity and skin motions. To compensate for this, these markers were only used for
calibration and not segment tracking, as well as placing markers on bilateral iliac crests. A
simple trunk marker set had to be used due to the vest obstructing any additional markers
that could be placed on the trunk. Thus, a thorax model that could separate the thoracic
segment, the lumbar segment, and pelvis segment could not be separated.
Conclusion
In healthy individuals, the RTF deadlift resulted in alterations in trunk-pelvis
coordination patterns and coordination variability in the first and third phases of the deadlift
with and without the simulated body armor. Trunk-pelvis angular motion was also affected
by fatigue through an increase in trunk and pelvis flexion and an increase in trunk extension
and pelvic posterior tilt. Inter-segmental reorganization in the early and late phases of the
deadlift cycle, when exposed to a repetitive lifting task were found, that were not affected
by the weighted vest condition. Increase in variability and trunk/pelvis flexion in the early
phase of the lift, as a result of fatigue, can be deleterious to soft tissue and contribute to an
increase in risk of injury.

Copyright © Vanessa J. Ramirez 2021
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Table 3.1 Scheme used to categorize coordination patterns
Coordination
Pattern
In-Phase
Pelvis Only
Anti-Phase
Trunk Only

Coupling Angle (γ) Ranges
22.5° ≤ γ < 67.5°, 202.5° ≤ γ < 247.5°

67.5° ≤ γ < 112.5°, 247.5° ≤ γ < 292.5°

112.5° ≤ γ < 157.5°, 292.5° ≤ γ < 337.5°

0° ≤ γ < 22.5°, 157.5° ≤ γ < 202.5°, 337.5° ≤ γ ≤ 360°
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Table 3.2 Mean (SD) of peak flexion and extension angles of the trunk and pelvis during the initial and final 10% of the lift with and
without the simulated body armor
Trunk Flexion
Initial

Final

Pelvis Flexion
Initial

Final

Trunk Extension

Pelvis Extension

Initial

Initial

Final

Final

No vest (deg) -70.7 (12.4) -80.6 (16.9)

-55.9 (8.1) -59.8 (9.7) -0.8 (4.7)

-0.1 (4.9) -12.1 (5.5) -8.9 (6.1)

Vest (deg)

-56.4 (7.4) -58.1 (8.1) -3.9 (5.7)

-1.9 (4.8) -11.0 (7.0) -6.8 (8.0)

-72.6 (11.7) -80.5 (16.2)
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Table 3.3 Mean (SD) of trunk-pelvis coordination pattern over the three phases of the lift with and without simulated vest condition
Phase 1
IN-PHASE

Initial

Phase 2

Final

Initial

Final

89.7 (9.7)

88.9 (15.9)

Phase 3
Initial

Final

61.2 (7.2)

38.1 (31.0)

No Vest

53.6 (18.5)

66.6 (17.0)

Vest

55.2 (16.6)

68.6 (17.3)

92.7 (6.9)

91.2 (12.8)

60.8 (37.9)

39.4 (31.6)

ANTI-PHASE
No Vest

11.8 (7.8)

6.3 (4.0)

0.03 (0.17)

0.22 (1.06)

4.1 (10.2)

7.6 (13.5)

Vest

8.8 (6.9)

6.2 (5.5)

0

0

1.1 (4.5)

7.5 (11.8)
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TRUNK-ONLY
No Vest

26.7 (12.6)

15.8 (9.9)

10.3 (9.7)

10.9 (16.0)

33.4 (32.1)

52.6 (27.7)

Vest

25.8 (14.1)

16.6 (10.4)

7.3 (6.9)

8.8 (12.8)

37.3 (37.3)

49.1 (29.4)

PELVIS-ONLY
No Vest

7.9 (5.6)

10.4 (7.5)

0

0

1.4 (2.8)

1.8 (3.7)

Vest

10.1 (7.7)

8.8 (7.1)

0

0

0.90 (2.7)

4.0 (7.9)

Figure 3.1 Weighted vest used to simulate a tactical vest with 22.68 kg that represented a
tactical load. Brick weight shown on the right, was inserted in pockets along the top and
bottom rows of the vest in the front and back.
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𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷 (distal)

γ

𝜃𝜃𝑃𝑃 (proximal)

Figure 3.2 The coupling angle (γ) is determined by the orientation of the resultant vector
to the right horizontal between two consecutive data points of an angle-angle plot.
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Trunk Flexion Angle
120

*

*

ANGLE (DEG)

100
80
60
40
20
0

Initial

Final

Initial

No Vest

Final
Vest

Figure 3.3 Peak trunk flexion angle was not affected by the vest condition, however was
significantly affected by RTF protocol.
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Figure 3.4 Interaction plot of in-phase coordination pattern between phase of lift and
fatigue.
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Figure 3.5 Interaction plot of trunk-only coordination pattern between phase of lift and
fatigue
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CHAPTER 4: How Does Performing Repetitions-To-Failure Deadlift Impact Lumbar
Spinal Loads With and Without a Tactical Vest
Introduction
Low back pain is a significant problem and one of the primary musculoskeletalrelated conditions affecting active duty service members [1]. Due to the high physical
demands of the armed services, low back pain affects training participation, deployment
readiness, and results in increased medical costs [10]. The incidence rate of low back pain
amongst military service members is 58.3 per 1000 persons/year for women, and 37.6 per
1000 persons/year for men [10]. More than two-thirds of U.S. soldier occupational tasks
involve lifting from floor level to waist height [2]. Higher individual lifting capacity is
strongly correlated with increased performance of occupational tasks [3]. Predictors of
future incidence of back pain, in manual material handler setting, have been associated
with non-neutral postures, repetitive lifting, heavy lifting, and poor fitness levels [33, 67].
However, in a military population depending on unit type within a Brigade Combat Team,
the strongest predictors of low back pain was time spent wearing body armor, repetitive
lifting, and a history of low back pain [14, 16]. Optimizing lifting capacity and fitness
levels is one approach being explored to reduce the likelihood of low back injuries.
The Army Combat Fitness Test (ACFT) has been developed to quantify soldiers’
ability to perform soldiering tasks in a deployed environment, and training for such test
will increase total fitness of the force [18]. Training for the first ACFT event (3-repetition
maximum (3RM) deadlift) is meant to aid in the improvement of total strength and lifting
capacity. One training modality that can be used in training programs to improve lifting
capacity is repetitions-to-failure (RTF) or repetitive lifting to volitional failure [4-8].
Failure in RTF can be defined as the muscle’s inability to produce sufficient force to control
a given load, leading to termination of an exercise set [28]. RTF is widely used in resistance
training to improve muscle strength and endurance; hence, performing RTF deadlift
improves deadlift 3RM [9]. However, deadlifts have traditionally been researched in the
context of athletic performance for novice and competitive powerlifters, and not as an
occupational requirement.
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Repetitive lifting with heavy weights places considerable loads on the low back.
Lumbar spine loads are used to assess the risk of low back disorders by organizations such
as the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health, who recommends exposure
thresholds for injury in occupational settings. Shearing and compressive forces have been
found to be a significant factor that lead to intervertebral disc pathologies including disc
protrusions and prolapse [58-60]. The reported injury threshold for the lumbar spine
segments range between 5 – 10 kN and between 1 – 2 kN, for compressive and shearing
forces, respectively [38, 61].
Lumbar spinal loads of the deadlifts by recreational athletes have been found to be
over 7 kN in compressive forces, and nearly 2 kN for shear forces [40], while competitive
powerlifting athletes were found to have compressive forces of over 17 kN, and shearing
forces of over 3 kN [39]. These values represent performance with appropriate lifting
technique and do not reflect the effects of erector spinae muscle fatigue or postural changes
as a consequence of a fatiguing repetitive lifting task [35]. An important limitation of
earlier biomechanical investigations of heavy deadlift has been the application of models
with no or extremely simple geometrical representation of trunk muscles (e.g., single
muscle model) [39, 40]. Force produced by trunk muscles are a significant contributor to
total loads experienced in the spine [63-65]. Muscle contribution to spinal loads have a
major impact on load estimations especially as posture changes [98]. Lumbar muscle
fatigue has been attributed to a deterioration in postural control and an increase in injury
risk in occupational settings [33, 66]. However, the effects of RTF deadlifting on lower
back biomechanics are unknown.
Not only do soldiers wear body armor during field training exercises and
deployments, they also may wear body armor during physical fitness training [99]. This
means that deadlift training can be performed with body armor. No robust computational
models have been used to quantify lumbar spinal loads while wearing body armor, as well
as the effects of fatiguing repetitive lifting while wearing body armor. The significant gaps
in the literature of lumbar loads while wearing body armor, fatiguing repetitive lifting, and
the combination of these two tasks needs further investigation particularly due to the
implementation of deadlifting as common practice by Army soldiers.
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The objective of this study is to investigate the effects of RTF deadlift, with and
without body armor, on lumbar spine loads. A kinematics-driven approach was used where
a finite element (FE) model of the spine, along with a detailed geometrical model of trunk
muscles were implemented to estimate forces in 56 trunk muscles and spinal loads
(compressive and shearing) at all levels of the lumbar spine [98]. We hypothesize that RTF
deadlifting will result in a more stooped lifting style in the final 10% of repetitions,
consequently resulting in increases in compressive and shear forces at the L5/S1 level. An
accurate knowledge of spinal loads experienced during RTF deadlift, along with the
understanding of the effects body armor has on deadlifting, is expected to help mitigate
potential risk of lower back injuries in training for the first ACFT event.
Methods
Study Design
A doubly multivariate design, or a completely within-subject repeated measures
design, was used to test the initial 10% and final 10% of repetitions of deadlift RTF with
and without body armor on L5/S1 compressive and shear forces. Each participant
completed both tasks over two days of testing, 3-7 days apart, where each day they
performed one set of RTF deadlift and were randomly assigned the body armor condition
(with or without body armor) for that day’s testing.
An a priori power analysis was conducted for a repeated-measures, within factors,
MANOVA, given an effect size f = 0.25, alpha (𝛂𝛂) = 0.05, power = 0.80, number of groups
= 4, number of measurements = 2, and correlation among measurements = 0.5, a sample
size of 36 participants are required [83]. Twenty-eight participants were recruited, however
due to COVID-19 participant recruitment was halted. From the 28 recruited, due to marker
occlusion and missing data points, this resulted in 23 subjects’ datasets used for data
analysis.
Participants
Nineteen healthy adults participated in this study (15 males, 4 females; mean age
25.60 ± 5.23 years; height 1.72 ± 0.07 m; body mass 79.99 ± 11.55 kg; total repetitions
with vest condition 30 ± 15; total repetitions without vest condition 41 ± 17). Individuals
age range was from 19 to 36 yrs. Participants had no history of low back pain or other
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musculoskeletal impairments or medical conditions that would prevent them from
performing a 68 kg repetitive lifting task or high intensity exercise were included in this
study. Additional inclusion criteria for this study were a negative result on the Physical
Activity Readiness Questionnaire [84], prior experience with performing the deadlift
exercise in the past year, and having a 3RM deadlift greater than 68 kg. All participants
provided written informed consent with and ethical approval received by the IRB of the
University of Kentucky (IRB# 48026).
Experimental Procedure
Testing procedures were conducted at the University of Kentucky in the Human
Performance Lab. Biomechanical testing was performed using a 15-camera motion capture
system (Motion Analysis Corp., Rohnert Park, CA) with a sampling rate of 100 Hz. A
Modified Cleveland Clinic market-set was used with thirty-six 9 mm retro-reflective
markers placed on various anatomical landmarks. The trunk segment was identified with
markers placed on: C7, acromion (bilateral), and sternal notch, and the pelvis segment was
defined with markers placed bilaterally at the anterior superior iliac spine, iliac crests, and
posterior superior iliac spine. Trunk, pelvis, and bilateral upper extremities were used for
further processing. See Appendix 2 for marker placement schematic.
Body armor was simulated using a 22.68 kg weighted exercise vest (miR Air Flow
Weighted Vest), where the weight was evenly distributed from the front to back (see Figure
4.1). Testing was performed over two days and the day in which participants wore the vest
was randomized. Self-selected stretches and a 5-minute warm-up on a cycle ergometer, at
a self-selected pace, and moderate resistance was performed by each participant. Following
the warm-up, 3-5 familiarization deadlift repetitions with safety instructions were
conducted. Shoulder width was measured as the distance between the two acromions, black
tape was placed on the floor to mark the distance, and subject’s feet were placed over the
tape. This ensured standardization of foot placement for day 1 and day 2 testing. The lowhandle position was used on the hexagonal bar and trunk inclination was self-selected. The
participants used a “touch-and-go” lifting method at a self-selected pace while performing
RTF. Failure in the performance was considered when the bar was not in motion for longer
than two seconds (stopping in the down or up position), or voluntarily stopping and taking
the hands off the bar. At no point during testing could the participants take their hands off
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the bar or drop the bar to the ground. Once safety and procedures were discussed and the
individual verbalized understanding, they performed the deadlift RTF. No lifting straps,
chalk, or belts were allowed. The deadlift weight and the vest weight remained constant
regardless of gender or body mass. See Appendix 3 for pictures of vest and no vest
condition while performing the deadlift. No feedback was given to the participants on
form/posture during the RTF deadlift task performance, only verbal encouragement was
given to continue lifting to the best of their abilities. The number of repetitions completed
were not disclosed to the participants during or after testing to prevent bias during
performance or sharing with other participants.
Data Processing
Marker trajectory data of the pelvis and trunk segments relative to the global
coordinate system were filtered with a fourth order, low-pass, Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 6 Hz using Visual3D (C-Motion, Inc., Germantown, MD) [85]. Sagittal
plane rotations corresponded to pelvis anterior/posterior tilt (negative/positive sign,
respectively) and trunk flexion/extension (negative/positive sign, respectively). A righthand orthogonal Cardan XYZ sequence of rotation was used for the trunk and pelvis
segments. One repetition cycle was identified from the standing position (lift complete seen
in Appendix 3) to the subsequent standing position. The start of the repetition was
identified when trunk velocity equaled zero at the point of maximum trunk extension
followed by increasing velocity as the trunk went towards maximum flexion. The time
point when the bar touched the ground created data artefact which inflated hand
acceleration values and hence lead to physiologically unrealistic spinal load. This was
remedied by excluding the point of minimum hand position plus one centimeter above and
below this point. The peak spinal compression and shear force that corresponded with these
time points were then excluded. Peak spinal loads were extracted as the maximum value
during the repetition, which coincided with peak trunk flexion position, and minimum hand
position coordinates. The first and last repetitions were excluded from analysis due to the
sagittal plane angular data being visually different from all other repetitions. The initial
and final 10% of the total repetitions completed were utilized for data analysis
Compression and shear force at the L5 disc level were extracted and the magnitude of the
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resultant vector was found at the L5/S1 levels by taking the square root of the squared sum
of the X, Y, and Z components.
Computational Model
We used a kinematics-driven approach to estimate trunk muscle forces and the
resultant spinal loads during the above described deadlift tasks. The kinematics-driven
approach integrates a non-linear FE model of the spine and a detailed model of trunk
muscles in an iterative manner to estimate trunk muscle forces and spinal loads [100]. The
FE model is a sagittally symmetric T1-S1 beam-rigid body model of the spine composed
of six deformable beams to represent T12-S1 discs, and seven rigid bodies to represent L1S1 lumbosacral vertebrae and T1 to T12 as a single rigid body [65, 100]. The beam
elements characterized the nonlinear stiffness of each lumbar motion segment (i.e.
intervertebral discs, facets, and ligaments) from T12 and S1. Inputs to the FE model
included rotations of thorax and pelvis in the sagittal plane that were extracted as described
in the previous section. The difference between trunk and pelvic rotations represented total
lumbar rotations which was distributed across the lumbar vertebrae from T12 to L5 levels
by 7%, 12%, 15%, 22%, 27%, and 17%, respectively [98].
A sagittally symmetrical muscle model includes including forty-six local muscles
connecting lumbar vertebrae to the pelvis and 10 global muscles connecting thoracic
spine/rib cage to the pelvis is also considered in the kinematics-driven approach to estimate
muscle forces required to perform a given simulated activity, these muscles include:
iliocostalis lumborum pars lumborum, iliocostalis lumborum pars thoracis, iliopsoas,
longissimus thoracis pars lumborum, longissimus thoracis pars thoracis, multifidus,
quadratus lumborum, internal obliques, external obliques, and rectus abdominus. Muscle
wrapping mechanisms were applied in this study to simulate a curved path of global
muscles if in a flexed posture the distance between the muscle line of action and the
vertebral column become shorter than 90% of the corresponding distance in the upright
standing posture. This wrapping mechanism was considered to avoid instances when the
line of action of the longissimus thoracis pars thoracis and iliocostalis lumborum pars
thoracis reached excessively close to the vertebrae resulting in unrealistic level arms. If
wrapping occurred a frictionless contact is assumed and contact force is then considered
additional external force. In the kinematics-driven approach, the equilibrium conditions are
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satisfied across the entire lumbar spine, therefore, the redundancy of muscle force
calculation is relatively diminished by the added equilibrium equations [98]. However, to
solve the remaining redundancy problem at each lumbar level, an optimization approach
was used with the cost function defined as the minimum sum of quadratic muscle stress.
[98, 100]. The optimization problem at each lumbar level was further constrained with
inequality equations to avoid estimation of negative muscle forces or those that were
beyond physiological capabilities of muscles [98]. Lagrange Multipliers Method was used
for this optimization procedure to solve the problem which guarantees convergence of the
results to a global minimum [100]. To account for the effect of muscle forces on the
nonlinear response of the spine FE model, the estimated muscle forces were then prescribed
on the FE model and simulations were repeated. This iterative procedure was continued till
the changes in the predicted muscle forces between two consecutive iterations become
minimal (i.e., < 5 N). The FE simulations in the kinematics-driven approach are conducted
using an FE software (ABAQUS, Version 6.13, Dassault Systemes Simulia, Providence,
RI) while the optimizations are conducted using a custom written code developed in Python
(Python Software Foundation, Version 3.9).
Gravitational and inertial demand of the deadlift during the activity were also input
to the FE model and were calculated using the center of gravity of the right hand of the
participants. Hand force was defined by the mass of the deadlift multiplied with the sum
of acceleration of gravity and the translational acceleration of the hand to represent the
gravitational and inertial demand of the deadlift, and were then inputted to the FE model
at the T2-T4 spinal levels. Further, the mass of the vest was evenly distributed over the T1
to T12 level when the vest was worn.
Statistical Analysis
Means and standard deviations (SD) were reported for demographic data, and
trunk/pelvis peak flexion and extension for the initial and final 10% of repetitions
performed. To determine the effects of the vest condition and fatigue on lumbar loads, a
completely within-in subject, repeated-measures multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA) was used. The independent variables were the vest condition and the fatigue
state (initial and final 10% of repetitions). The dependent variables were compression and
shear forces at the point of greatest demand on the spine (peak trunk flexion). The
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MANOVA will highlight interaction effects, as it is unknown how the vest condition or
fatigue will affect the dependent variables. If there are no interaction effects, the main
effects are reported. A Šidák correction was used to counteract the problem of multiple
comparisons. Since this is a repeated-measures MANOVA, violations of sphericity may
occur. The Huynh-Feldt correction will be used in the case of sphericity violation. A paired
t-test was used to compare total repetitions performed with and without a vest.A
significance level of p ≤ 0.05 was used for all statistical tests, and was supplemented by
calculating effect size (ES) between variables, with ES > 0.5 representing moderate
differences [86]. All statistical procedures were performed using Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (SPSS) version 26 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).
Results
Trunk and Pelvis Kinematics
There were no significant interaction effects between the vest condition and fatiguestate (initial and final) for both the trunk and pelvis peak flexion and extension angles.
Fatigue significantly increased trunk flexion (p < 0.0001; ES = 0.60) and pelvis flexion (p
< 0.004; ES = 0.37), while decreasing pelvis extension at standing (p < 0.006; ES = 0.34).
The vest condition only affected peak trunk extension (p = 0.001; ES = 0.44). See Table
4.1 for descriptive statistics of the trunk and pelvis peak angles.
Spinal Loads
No significant interaction effects were found between the vest condition and
fatigued state (initial compared to final repetitions). Table 4.2. shows the descriptive
statistics of compression and shear forces during the initial and final 10% of the vest and
no vest conditions.
The vest condition significantly increased (p < 0.0001) the compressive (ES = 0.88)
and shearing forces (ES = 0.69), while fatigue resulted in an increase in compressive forces
(p = 0.041; ES = 0.354) and decrease in shear forces (p = 0.004; ES = 0.59) as shown in
Figure 4.2 and 4.3. Post-hoc power analysis shows that on the basis of effect size observed
in the study, power ranged from 0.3 to 0.7.
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Discussion
The objective of this study was to investigate the effects of RTF deadlift, with and
without body armor, on lumbar spine loads. Our hypothesis of increased compression
forces with RTF deadlifting was supported by our outcomes, however there was an
opposite effect on the shear forces. The magnitudes of the spinal loads found in this study
(14.0 ± 2.7 kN without vest) were consistent with competitive powerlifters (12.6 ± 2.4 kN)
that lifted significantly heavier weights (68 kg in this study compared to 256 kg for men
and 145 kg for women) [39]. The acceleration profiles of participants performing a 1RM
are negligible due to lifting such heavy weights [39, 50]. However, when lifting
submaximal weights, the mass can be lifted at much higher velocities with peak
accelerations occurring at lift off, which becomes more prominent with a touch-and-go
method used in this study. Trunk movement velocity of a lifting task plays a significant
role in spine biomechanics, affecting muscle force and spinal loads [101]. Cholewicki et al
used a single joint (L4/5), single-equivalent muscle model to quantify compressive and
shear forces in competitive men and women powerlifters performing a 1RM deadlift, which
evaluated spinal loads at lift off, as this has been found to correspond with the point of
greatest spinal loads [39, 98, 102]. Cholewicki et al found women on average had peak
compressive forces and shear forces of 6,400 (783) N and 1,666 (229) N, while men
experienced 12,641 (2440) N and 2,832 (413) N, respectively [39]. Eltoukhy et al also
evaluated the deadlift in recreational lifters, used a 3-dimensional motion capture system,
four force plates, and a Vicon plug-in gait model, and used inverse dynamics for finding
lumbar spine loads at each spine level [40]. Eltoukhy et al had only male subjects with
deadlifting experience who deadlifted a mean weight of 107 (40.6) kg, and experienced
compressive and shear forces of 7,963 (2,784) N and 1,903 (936) N, respectively [40]. The
authors did not describe the speed of the movement, nor state if the subjects were given
instructions on pace of the lift. The model used by the authors did not include muscle
forces, and found the peak compressive forces to occur at lift completion (standing) and
not at lift off [40]. Although the authors referred to their model as an FE model, it only
considered gravity and external load (deadlift weight) to find spinal loads. Hence, Eltoukhy
et al’s compressive and shearing force values must be taken with caution as it is not a
complete representation of spinal loads.
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Using a multi-level, EMG-driven finite element model, Gagnon et al evaluated
gender differences between manual material handlers (MMH) performing the same lifting
task with the same 15 kg box by both males and females [103]. When accounting for body
weight (BW) in newtons, he found that women experienced much higher compressive
forces of 7.3 N/BW (2.3 N/BW of shear forces) at L5/S1, compared to novice male MMH’s
at 6.2 N/BW (1.8 N/BW shear force), and expert male MMHs who experienced 6.4 N/BW
(1.7 N/BW shear force) [103]. When these averaged normalized joint forces are converted
to non-normalized forces, females experienced 4,673 and 1,477 N of compression and
shear forces, respectively, while expert males experienced 4,516 and 1,201 N of
compression and shear forces, respectively [103]. Even though the male expert MMH
experienced larger compressive and shear forces compared to novice male lifters and were
able to maintain better form during the lifts, the female co-workers performing the same
tasks, whilst experiencing significantly higher spinal loads than their male counterparts
[103]. These findings of females that perform the same task demands as their male
counterparts having greater spinal loads is validated by our study. Although the current
study included a small sample of female participants (n = 4), when compression force was
normalized by body weight (BW), they experienced 20.7 N/BW compared to male’s 17.5
N/BW with no vest, and 21.0 N/BW compared to male’s 19.8 N/BW for the vest condition.
Females in this study weighed 14.6 kg less than their male counterparts, while Gagnon et
al’s female participants’ body mass were 6.2 kg less than the males.
A few studies using kinematic-driven FE models have looked at the effects of
posture on spine loads during an isometric lifting task (18 kg box). When a lumbar kyphotic
versus lordotic posture were compared (with legs remaining fully extended) at 45 and 65
degrees of trunk flexion with the pelvis tilt altered to cause the lordosis and kyphosis,
significant differences in compression and shear forces are found [65, 104]. When the
lower extremities are fixed, to isolated lumbar spine motion, both lordosis and kyphosis
experience the largest compression and shear forces at the L5/S1 level. However, kyphosis
led to a decrease in compression and shear forces and lordosis led to a significant increase
in compression and shear forces [65, 104]. These differences are explained by the net force
contributions between active muscle force (contractile tissue), passive muscle force (noncontractile elastic tissue), and passive posterior ligament system forces (spine ligaments
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and viscoelastic intervertebral discs) of the spine [65, 104]. When 180 N of force are added
to the hands, in the lordotic posture greater force contribution comes from active muscle
force, specifically greater local muscle force contributing to compression and global
muscle force contributing to shear forces [65, 104]. When the pelvis is less forward flexed
without equal trunk flexion (kyphosis), there was greater force contribution coming from
the passive spine and passive muscle force [65, 104]. In contrast, when a stooped versus
squat lift exposed to 18 kg box is compared (knees in extension versus knees allowed to
flex), the stoop lift (with a more kyphotic posture) resulted in higher compression and shear
forces compared to the squat lift [98]. Additionally, the contribution of passive muscle
force was much greater for the stooped lift compared to the squat lift, in agreement with
the earlier study discussed [98]. The increase in compressive and shear forces with the
stooped lift can also be explained by much greater trunk, pelvis, and lumbar inclination
than the squat lift, which would directly affect both compressive and shear forces. The
postural change in our study was brought on by a repetitive lifting task of high loads, the
increase in trunk flexion (10.1° without vest and 8.2° with vest) and an increase in pelvis
flexion (3.8° without vest and 2.2° with vest), would subsequently lead to an increase in
compression force. Since the magnitude of change in the pelvis was not equal to that of the
trunk, the lumbar spine went into greater lumbar flexion and hence a more kyphotic posture
leading to a decrease in shear.
Khoddam-Khorasani et al used a hybrid FE model that included individual passive
components of the spine in order to compute intradiscal pressures, discs fiber strains in
different annulus layers, facet joint forces, active-passive forces, and ligament forces [104].
They also found greater contribution of passive structures in kyphotic posture compared to
lordosis [104]. However, they found that neither disc collagen fiber strains nor intradiscal
pressures were affected by lumbar posture with or without 180 N in hands [104].
Yanagisawa et al evaluated the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) in the lumbar
intervertebral discs using MR diffusion-weighted imaging before and after performing a
deadlift exercise (69.2 ± 18.7 kg, 6 repetitions, 5 sets, with 90 seconds rest between sets)
[105]. They found that ADC (a measure of intradiscal water diffusion) was significantly
reduced at all spinal levels, however L4/5 and L5/S1 level was affected at a greater rate
compared to all other levels with effect sizes > 1 [105]. Thus, suppressing intradiscal water
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movement when high compressive forces are applied to the lumbar intervertebral discs.
Although this study looked at the acute effect of a bout of 68 kg deadlift exercise, chronic
exposure to these deadlifting loads during exercise on the L5/S1 ADC is unknown. It can
be postulated based on these two studies that if Khoddam-Khorasani’s hybrid FE model
was used with deadlifting loads (such as those in this study of 68 kg), there would be a
marked increase in intradiscal pressure and facet joint forces, since Yanagisawa’s study
showed significant decrease in water diffusion in the disc with a 69kg deadlift weight.
Chronic exposure to high compressive loading can lead to disc degeneration [58, 59, 63,
106], which consequently also have significantly lower ADC values than normal discs
[105]. Lower ACD values are associated with loss of water and proteoglycan contents in
the nucleus pulposus [105]. This puts the soldier population, at greater risks of low back
injury to the intervertebral discs, and progressive disc degeneration, especially when
considering the additional load of body armor and the demands of tactical tasks.
The application of a kinematics-driven FE model in this study brings attention to
the magnitude of spinal loads during athletic performance of a deadlift training method, as
well has the impact body armor has on these spinal loads. While previously reported injury
threshold for the lumbar spine segments range between 5 – 10 kN and 1 – 2 kN, for
compressive and shearing forces, respectively [38, 61], performing a 3RM (unfatigued)
deadlift will expose soldiers to compressive and shear forces that are greater than 14.0 kN
and 3.7 kN, respectively, without a vest, and over 15.7 kN and 4.2 kN of compression and
shear forces with the vest. Although fatigue decreases shear forces with and without the
vest, the effect of fatigue on compressive forces without and with the vest surpass 15.1 kN
and 17.0 kN, respectively. Both fatigue and the vest condition had levels of compression
and shear forces that surpass injury thresholds in occupational settings.
There were a few limitations in this study that need to be acknowledged. This first
limitation s sample size. Statistical power of 0.8 was not reached due to missing data points
resulting in a modest sample size. A more complex trunk marker set was not used due to
the vest obstructing them from view, however even with markers over vertebral bodies,
there are rotational errors due to skin motion relative to underlying bony structures. For
this reason only the trunk and pelvis rotations were used to find relative motions of
intervertebral bodies as described in the methods. This assumes that the trunk is one rigid
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segment and does not contribute to trunk rotation. Electromyography activity was not
collected for this study to validate the muscle force activation curves, due to participant
perspiration during testing which would alter EMG values. Lastly, muscle architecture and
beam stiffness values were the same for all subjects and was not altered based on gender,
age, or height of person, and inertial properties of body segments were based on body mass
and did not consider body shape.
Conclusion
High load deadlift RTF, with and without body armor, places significant
mechanical stress on the lumbar spine, specifically at the level of L5/S1. Compression and
shear forces surpass injury threshold guidelines for civilian occupational work force,
however no injury thresholds have been identified for the military population (or tactical
athlete such as firefighters and police officers). Further research is warranted to understand
the effects high compression and shear forces have on the spine over the time span of a
soldier’s military career (20 years).

Copyright © Vanessa J. Ramirez 2021
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Table 4.1 The mean (SD) (n=19) of flexion and extension angles of the trunk and pelvis when performing RTF deadlifts, with and
without a weighted vest
Trunk Flexion (deg)

Pelvis Flexion (deg)

Initial

Final

Initial

No vest

-70.6 (12.7)

-80.7 (17.3)

Vest

-72.1 (11.9)

-80.4 (15.8)

Final

Trunk Extension (deg)

Pelvis Extension (deg)

Initial

Final

Initial

Final

-56.4 (7.7) -60.3 (9.9)

-0.04 (4.2)

-0.1 (4.6)

-11.8 (5.0)

-8.8 (6.0)

-55.6 (7.5) -57.8 (8.6)

-3.2 (5.6)

-1.8 (4.5)

-10.0 (6.2)

-6.81 (7.3)
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Table 4.2 The mean (SD) (n=19) of compression and shear forces at the L5 disc level
during RTF deadlifts during the initial and final 10% of repetitions, with and without a
weighted vest
Compression Force (kN)

Shear Force (kN)

Initial

Final

Initial

Final

No Vest

14.03 (2.85)

15.18 (3.41)

3.80 (0.82)

3.41 (0.84)

Vest

15.71 (2.03)

17.02 (2.16)

4.25 (0.93)

3.84 (1.01)
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Figure 4.1 Weighted vest used to simulate a tactical vest with 22.68 kg that represented a
tactical load. Brick weight shown on the right, was inserted in pockets along the top and
bottom rows of the vest in the front and back.
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Figure 4.2 Compression force at L5/S1 normalized to body mass (N) for the initial and
final 10% of repetitions with the no vest and vest conditions
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Figure 4.3 Shear force at L5/S1 normalized to body mass (N) for the initial and final 10%
of repetitions with the no vest and vest conditions.
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CHAPTER 5: Associations Between Strength and Core Muscle Endurance With Lumbar
Loads When Performing Repetitions to Failure Deadlift
Introduction
Low back pain is a significant problem and one of the primary musculoskeletalrelated conditions affecting active duty service members [1]. Due to the high physical
demands of the armed services, low back pain affects training participation, deployment
readiness, and increased medical costs [10]. More than two-thirds of U.S. soldier
occupational tasks involve lifting from floor level to waist height [2]. Higher individual
lifting capacity is strongly correlated with increased performance of occupational tasks [3].
Hence, why training for the first event (3RM deadlift) of the new Army Combat Fitness
Test (ACFT) will target increasing the lifting capacity of the force [69]. Depending on unit
type within a Brigade Combat Team, the strongest predictors of low back pain was time
spent wearing body armor, repetitive lifting, and a history of low back pain [14, 16].
Biomechanical factors associated with low back pain in manual material handlers include
peak lumbar shear force, peak lumbar cumulative compressive force, and peak load
handled [106]. Factors identified within the soldier population and biomechanical studies
are related in that both contain populations (soldiers and manual material handlers) that
perform repetitive lifting of high loads. Compressive and shear forces are greatest during
a lift when the trunk is at its most flexed position and overall lumbar spinal loads are
dependent on the posture and velocity in which the lift is performed [98, 101].
Taylor et al identified modifiable risk factors for the prevention of recurrent low
back pain to include trunk extensor muscle endurance, fitness levels, and physical
workload [107]. The main modifiable risk factor for primary prevention strategies for low
back pain is exercise [107]. Consequently, exercise programs that target back muscle
endurance and strength have shown to improve back strength, decrease absence from work,
and decrease the intensity of low back pain [15, 107-109]. This makes physical
performance tests that are valid and reliable to measure back and core muscle endurance
particularly important, when developing treatment and prevention programs. The BieringSorenson test has been shown to detect differences in back muscle endurance between
those with and without low back pain, as well as gender differences, with high test-retest
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reliability (ICC = 0.98) [70, 110, 111]. People with low back pain, or a history of low back
pain, have much lower Sorenson times compared to healthy controls [70, 110]. Core
muscle endurance can be measured using the front and side plank, that also has high testretest reliability of 0.84 and 0.99, respectively [111, 112]. Although hand grip strength is
not a measure of core strength and back muscle endurance, it has been found to be a limiting
factor for manual lifting and carrying loads [113]. As previously stated that a
biomechanical predictor of low back pain being peak load handled [106], hand grip
strength is also correlated with the ability to perform manual lifting tasks, fitness levels,
lean body mass [113, 114]. There are also significant gender and age differences in hand
grip strength that are present throughout the lifespan [113]. Hand grip strength is highly
correlated with police occupational task requirements [115]. Hand grip strength is a highly
reliable test (ICC=0.94) that can be used in occupational and athletic populations when
evaluating the person’s ability to perform certain tasks. Lifting capacity can be measured
through 1RM deadlift testing. Repetition-to-failure at 80% of 1RM is a method used to
predict 1RM deadlift [116]. We can assume that people capable of performing more
repetitions of 68 kg have higher deadlift 1RM. Hence, people with higher lifting capacities
should be able to handle greater occupational lifting demands. Which also means those
with greater lifting capacities must have the necessary trunk stability be able to withstand
greater spinal loads.
The relationship between strength tests and core muscle endurance tests with
changes in lumbar compression/shear forces during a repetitive lifting task is not known.
Hence, the objective of this study is to investigate the relationship between physical
performance tests (Biering-Sorenson time, front plank time, side plank time, hand grip
strength, and total number of repetitions) and changes in lumbar loads during repetitive
deadlifting to failure. We hypothesize that the Biering-Sorenson time, plank time, and hand
grip strength will be most associated with changes in spinal loads.
Methods
Study Design
A cross-sectional study design was used to investigate the associations between
change in lumbar loads and physical performance tests. The independent variable is change
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in lumbar load which is quantified as the difference in compression and shear force
between the initial and final 10% of repetitions-to-failure (RTF) deadlift task. The
dependent variables are the physical performance tests which include: Biering-Sorenson
test, front plank time, side plank time, hand grip strength, and total repetitions completed.
The physical performance tests were completed over two days and the RTF deadlift task
was conducted during one of those days.
Participants
Nineteen healthy adults participated (15 males, 4 females; mean age 25.60 ± 5.23
years; height 1.72 ± 0.07 m; body mass 79.99 ± 11.55 kg; total repetitions without vest
condition 41 ± 17). Individuals age range was from 19 to 36 yrs. Participants had no history
of low back pain or other musculoskeletal impairments or medical conditions that would
prevent them from performing a 68 kg repetitive lifting task or high intensity exercise were
included in this study. Additional inclusion criteria for this study were a negative result on
the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire [84], prior experience with performing the
deadlift exercise in the past year, and having a 3RM deadlift greater than 68 kg. All
participants provided written informed consent with and ethical approval received by the
IRB of the University of Kentucky (IRB# 48026).
Experimental Procedure for Spinal Loads
Testing procedures were conducted at the University of Kentucky in the Human
Performance Lab. Biomechanical testing was performed using a 15-camera motion capture
system (Motion Analysis Corp., Rohnert Park, CA) with a sampling rate of 100 Hz. A
Modified Cleveland Clinic market-set was used with thirty-six 9 mm retro-reflective
markers placed on various anatomical landmarks. The trunk segment was identified with
markers placed on: C7, acromion (bilateral), and sternal notch, and the pelvis segment was
defined with markers placed bilaterally at the anterior superior iliac spine, iliac crests, and
posterior superior iliac spine. Trunk, pelvis, and bilateral upper extremities were used for
further processing. See Appendix 2 for marker placement schematic.
The physical performance tests were conducted as described in sections 5.2.4. Each
test was performed with no less than 10-minute rest in between each test. On the first day,
the hand grip strength test, Biering-Sorenson test, and front plank were performed. On the
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second day, left and right-side plank were performed. After 10 minutes of rest between
tests each participant was asked if they needed more rest to recover from the endurance
tests. Participants were allowed to stretch, or utilize any recovery strategy, before
performing the next test. Self-selected stretches and a 5-minute warm-up on a cycle
ergometer at a moderate resistance was performed by each participant prior to deadlifting.
Following the warm-up, 3-5 familiarization deadlift repetitions with safety instructions
were conducted. Shoulder width was measured as the distance between the two acromions,
black tape was placed on the floor to mark the distance, and subject’s feet were placed over
the tape. This ensured standardization of foot placement for day 1 and day 2 testing. The
low-handle position was used on the hexagonal bar and trunk inclination was self-selected.
The participants used a “touch-and-go” lifting method at a self-selected pace while
performing RTF. Failure in the performance was considered when the bar was not in
motion for longer than two seconds (stopping in the down or up position), or voluntarily
stopping and taking the hands off the bar. At no point during testing could the participants
take their hands off the bar or drop the bar to the ground. Once safety and procedures were
discussed and the individual verbalized understanding, they performed the deadlift RTF.
No lifting straps, chalk, or belts were allowed. The deadlift weight remained constant
regardless of gender or body mass. No feedback was given to the participants on
form/posture during the deadlift RFT task performance, only verbal encouragement was
given to continue lifting to the best of their abilities. The number of repetitions completed
were not disclosed to the participants during or after testing to prevent bias during
performance or sharing with other participants.
Data Processing
Marker trajectory data of the pelvis and trunk segments relative to the global
coordinate system were filtered with a fourth order, low-pass, Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 6 Hz using Visual3D (C-Motion, Inc., Germantown, MD) [85]. Sagittal
plane rotations corresponded to pelvis anterior/posterior tilt and trunk flexion/extension. A
right-hand orthogonal Cardan XYZ sequence of rotation was used for the trunk and pelvis
segments. One repetition cycle was identified from the standing position (lift complete as
seen in Appendix 3) to the subsequent standing position. The start of the repetition was
identified when velocity equaled zero at the point of maximum trunk extension followed
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by increasing velocity as the trunk went towards maximum flexion. The point when the bar
hit the ground created data artefact which inflated hand acceleration values and hence lead
to physiologically unrealistic spinal load. This was remedied by excluding the point of
minimum hand position plus one centimeter above and below this point. The peak spinal
compression and shear force that corresponded with these time points were then excluded.
Peak spinal loads were extracted as the maximum value during the repetition, which
coincided with peak trunk flexion position, and minimum hand position coordinates. The
first and last repetitions were excluded from analysis due to the sagittal plane angular data
being visually different from all other repetitions. The initial and final 10% of the total
repetitions complete were utilized for data analysis. Compression and shear force were
extracted at the L5 disc level. The magnitude of the resultant vector was found at the L5/S1
level by taking the square root of the squared sum of the X, Y, and Z components. The
change in compression and shear forces between the initial 10% and final 10% of the
deadlift repetitions was computed and used for analysis.
Computational Model
We used a kinematics-driven approach to estimate trunk muscle forces and the
resultant spinal loads during the above described deadlift tasks. The kinematics-driven
approach integrates a non-linear FE model of the spine and a detailed model of trunk
muscles in an iterative manner to estimate trunk muscle forces and spinal loads [100].
Inputs to the FE model of the kinematics-driven approach included sagittal plane rotations
of thorax and pelvis that were extracted as described in the previous section. The FE model
is a sagittally symmetric thorax-pelvis model of the spine composed of six non-linear
flexible beam elements and six rigid elements [65]. The six rigid elements represented the
thorax, and each of the lumbar vertebral bodies from L1 to L5, while the six flexible beam
elements characterized the nonlinear stiffness of each lumbar motion segment (i.e.
intervertebral discs and ligaments) between the T12 and S1 vertebrae. Trunk and pelvis
angles are subtracted from each other to form the lumbar segments with the relative
proportions of each segment from T12 to L5 levels being 7%, 12%, 15%, 22%, 27%, and
17%, respectively [98]. The muscle model includes 56 muscles, with 46 muscles
connecting lumbar vertebrae to the pelvis (i.e., local muscles) and 10 muscles connecting
thoracic spine/rib cage to the pelvis (i.e., global muscles). To estimate muscle forces, an
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optimization approach at each level is implemented. Full details of the model can be found
elsewhere [98, 100]. The FE simulations in the kinematics-driven approach are conducted
using an FE software (ABAQUS, Version 6.13, Dassault Systemes Simulia, Providence,
RI) while the optimizations are conducted using a custom written code developed in Python
(Python Software Foundation, Version 3.9).
Gravitational and inertial demand of the deadlift during the activity were also input
to the FE model and were calculated using the center of gravity of the right hand of the
participants. Hand force was defined by the mass of the deadlift multiplied with the sum
of acceleration of gravity and the translational acceleration of the hand to represent the
gravitational and inertial demand of the deadlift, and were then inputted to the FE model
at the T2-T4 spinal levels.
Physical Performance Tests
Biering-Sorenson Test
Each participant performed the Biering-Sorenson back endurance test by laying
prone on a Hi-Lo treatment table. The hands were crossed over the chest touching
contralateral shoulders. Three wide canvas straps were used to secure the calves, thighs,
and buttocks during the test. The trunk is maintained in a horizontal position without
support from the table. A digital inclinometer was placed on the mid thorax and when the
trunk flexed more than 10° from neutral (0°) the participants were verbally encouraged to
come back to the neutral position and hold the position as long as possible. If they were
unable to return to the neutral trunk position, or the individual volitionally stopped, the test
was terminated and the time was recorded in seconds. Only one trial was allowed.
Front Plank Test
Each participant started in the supine position on the floor with their elbows under
their shoulders and their feet no more than shoulder widths apart. When they started their
hips rose to form a relatively straight line between their shoulders and feet. If their hips
sagged or rose above midline, they were verbally encouraged to return to midline. If the
person was not able to return to the midline position or dropped to the floor, the test was
terminated and the final time was recorded. Only one trial was allowed.
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Side Plank Test
The participants were asked to lay on their side with legs extended and their elbow
directly under their shoulder. The top foot was placed on top of the opposite foot in a
“stacked” position. Their top hand could be placed on their hip, over their navel, or
horizontal to their body, but was not allowed to touch the floor. The participants were
instructed to hold their hips up so to make a generally straight line between their shoulders
and feet and support themselves on their elbow and feet only. The subjects were
encouraged to hold the position as long as possible. If their hips lowered, they were verbally
encouraged to come back to midline. If they were not able to return to midline or dropped
their hips to the floor, the test was terminated and the time was recorded. Only one trial
was allowed
Hand Grip Strength Testing
The participants were asked to place their arm to their side and elbow flexed to 90
degrees. The forearm/wrist was placed in a neutral position. Participants were asked to grip
and squeeze a handheld dynamometer, Baseline Hydraulic Hand Dynamometer
(Fabrication Enterprise, Inc., White Plains, NY), for three seconds, three times, with the
left and right hand. The values were recorded and the mean of the three trials were used for
further analysis.
Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics (mean and SD) were calculated for lumbar compression/shear
force, Biering-Sorenson time (s), front plank time (s), left- and right-side plank time (s),
left- and right-hand grip strength (kg), and total number of repetitions completed. The
independent variables are change in compression and shear force, and the dependent
variables are: Biering-Sorenson time, front plank time, left/right side plank time, left/right
hand grip strength, and total number of repetitions completed. To investigate the
relationship between the independent and dependent variables, both Pearson’s correlation
coefficient and simple linear regressions were conducted. Before comparisons were
performed, lumbar loads were normalized by body weight, and each variable was
converted to a Z-score to create a common scale for all measures. The Durbin-Watson test
was used to test the assumption of independence between variables, a histogram and P-P
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plot of residuals were used to test the assumption of normality within the residuals, and a
scatterplot of the residuals were used to test the assumption of homoscedasticity. Cook’s d
was used to exclude outliers with values greater than 3. A significance level of p ≤ 0.05
was used for all statistical tests. All statistical procedures were performed using Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 26 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).
Results
Descriptive statistics for all variables can be found in Table 5.1. Due to high
multicollinearity, and no significant difference, between left and right sided variables (side
plank (p = 0.54) and hand grip strength (p = 0.16)), only the right-side plank and hand grip
was presented for both Pearson correlation coefficient and simple linear regression
analysis.
Pearson’s correlation coefficients were calculated for each dependent and
independent variable and are presented in Tables 5.2, for compression and shear forces.
Pearson’s correlation coefficients were significant between change in compression and
right-hand grip strength and number of total repetitions performed (r = 0.46, p = 0.023 and
r = 0.55, p = 0.007, respectively). Pearson’s correlation coefficient was also significant
between change in shear forces and side plank on right side (r = -0.68, p = 0.001).
Simple linear regression analysis showed that hand grip strength and total number
of repetitions performed were more predictive of change in compression force, and rightside plank time was more predictive of change in shear forces. Outcomes from the simple
linear regression analysis are presented in Table 5.3. No violations of the assumption of
linearity, homoscedasticity, and outliers were observed. Power analysis using variance
from the simple linear regression results showed power ranged from 0.5 to 0.9. The Pearson
correlation findings also had power values greater than 0.9.
Discussion
This study investigated the relationships between changes in lumbar loads when
performing an RTF deadlift with strength and physical performance tests. The correlation
analysis and simple linear regression revealed positive and significant linear relationships
between change in compression force and hand grip strength and number of repetitions
performed. A negative correlation was found between shear forces and right-side plank
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time. Participants that were able to perform more repetitions and had greater hand grip
strength were generally stronger than those with lower values, which resulted in greater
changes in compressive loads, which could come from both more trunk inclination and
local muscle activation/force production over time [65]. This finding is consistent with
previously published meta-analysis and systematic review on predictors of maximal lift
capacity in military personnel, which identified hand grip strength as a predictor for a 1RM
box lift [117]. Hand grip strength had correlation values in men and women of 0.29 and
0.19, respectively, while moderate correlations were found in this study of 0.46 [117].
Hand grip strength has been found to be a good measure of overall fitness and strength and
both men and women, however, there are significant differences between genders [113,
115]. Repetitions-to-failure is a methodology to predict 1RM deadlift when lifting at 80%
of their 1RM [116]. It can be assumed that participants that were capable of performing
more repetitions with 68 kg, were generally stronger, and capable of producing greater
muscle force, hence the number of repetitions performed was associated with higher
changes in compression forces.
Our study showed significant negative correlations and predictive value of the side
plank time to changes in shear force accounting for 42% of the variance, where increases
in shear forces were seen with lower side plank times. Pelvis tilt and global muscles of the
trunk contribute greatly to changes in shear force [104]. Side plank, and other core
stabilization exercises, target the lumbopelvic girdle complex that not only wraps around
the abdominal region, but also stabilizes the pelvic floor to maintain appropriate pelvic tilt
with movement [118] . Core muscles most activated during side plank include the external,
internal obliques, and rectus abdominus [118], which subsequently are considered the
global muscles of the FE model used to quantify muscle forces [65]. The results of this
study did not support the hypothesis that Biering-Sorenson test and front plank time would
predict changes in spinal loads. Surprisingly, neither test was associated with change in
compression and shear forces. More research is needed for the utility of the BieringSorenson test and front plank time as a predictive test for deadlift spinal loads, or as a
screening test for readiness to perform a deadlift [119].
The main limitation to this study was sample size. Although the study findings were
not under powered as stated in the results section, a multiple linear regression method could
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not be performed, which ultimately limited the scope of the study. Also, many assumptions
were made to how muscle groups contributed (global versus local muscles) to changes in
shear and compression forces, which would require further analysis to break down the
contributions to the force values.
Conclusion
Training for the ACFT will not only require soldier to increase their 3RM
deadlifting through varying training modalities (such as RTF), but they will also need to
spend time increasing total strength and core muscle strength. Having a better
understanding of which exercises affect spinal loads can aid clinicians and strength and
conditioning specialist to be specific in their intended outcomes. Although no changes in
posture during repetitive deadlifting to failure would be optimal, this is not realistic for
most people training to increase their lifting capacity. Further research is needed to fully
understand the physiological and biomechanical consequences of increasing total lifting
capacity over short periods of time (12-week training program) and long-term sustainment
of such capacity (20-year military career).
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Table 5.1 Dependent and independent variable summary data
Variables

Mean (SD)

∆ Compression force (N)

1.04 (3.49)

∆ Shear force (N)

-0.53 (0.89)

Biering-Sorenson test (s)

135.86 (41.73)

Front plank (s)

169.06 (61.19)

Right side plank (s)

102.41 (28.58)

Left side plank (s)

106.02 (36.55)

Right hand grip strength (kg)

43.18 (12.34)

Left hand grip strength (kg)

41.52 (12.81)

Total repetitions performed

43 (16)
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Table 5.2 Pearson’s correlation coefficients for compression and shear forces with
performance tests
Compression
Variable

r

p value

Shear
r

p value

Biering-Sorenson

-0.14

0.284

-0.052

0.416

Front plank

0.325

0.087

-0.382

0.053

Right side plank

-0.002

0.496

-0.676

0.001

Right hand grip strength

0.463

0.023

-0.256

0.145

Repetitions performed

0.55

0.007

-0.129

0.299
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Table 5.3 Simple linear regression model unstandardized coefficient, mean square error (MSE), and R2 for compression and shear
forces with performance tests
Compression
Unstandardized

Shear

MSE

R2

Unstandardized

R2
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Variables

Coefficient

Biering-Sorenson

-0.140

1.039

0.019

-0.052

1.056

0.003

Front plank

0.325

0.947

0.106

-0.382

0.904

0.146

Right side plank

-0.002

1.059

0

-0.676*

0.576

0.456

Right hand grip strength

0.463*

0.832

0.215

-0.256

0.989

0.065

# of reps

0.550*

0.739

0.302

-0.129

1.041

0.017

* denotes significant where p < 0.05

Coefficient

MSE

CHAPTER 6: Summary and Future Work
Summary
The objective of this study was to investigate the effects of RTF deadlifts with and
without body armor. Although the additional weight of the body armor did not have an
effect on coordination pattern or variability, it had a significant effect on spinal loads.
Similarly, body armor did not affect trunk and pelvis inclination, however the most
important finding in this investigation was the detrimental effects that fatigue had in all
variables measured. Repetitive deadlifting to failure resulted in the re-organization of
spatial orientation between the pelvis and trunk where the initial and final thirds of the lift
were most affected. The initial third of the lift followed an increased in-phase pattern of
coordination with increased coupling angle variability. This point of the lifting cycle is also
the part which the lumbar spine experiences the greatest spinal loads. Compression force
increased from 14 kN to 15 kN without vest and 15 kN to 17 kN with vest when deadlifting
is performed to failure, while shear forces decreased but were still much greater than the
established injury thresholds. Only 25% of the participants were female thus limited
comparisons could be made from such small sample size. Although the trends described
are troubling, not all subjects followed the same pattern over time. There was significant
inter- and intra-subject variability where participants compensatory patterns differed from
each other. Further analysis would need to be done to find if these trends follow specific
compensation patterns associated with certain strength deficits or other fitness parameters.
Hand-grip strength and number of repetitions performed were moderate predictors of
changes in compressive loads, while side plank was a strong predictor of change in shear
forces. Further analysis should be done to see if there were associations between these
variables and local/global muscle force versus passive tissue force contributions. Since
1RM deadlift and aerobic capacity was not collected in this study, we cannot assume that
the population fitness levels were homogenous. However, based on total repetition range
(10 to 76 repetitions), we can assume heterogeneity in the fitness levels in this group of
participants. The findings in this study are applicable to a generally fit, healthy population
that is able to deadlift 150 lbs. Even though active duty soldiers were not recruited for this
study, the military population is a heterogenous group of males and females that are
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generally fit, hence this study could be directly applicable to the impact it would have on
the military population.
Future Work
The ability to investigate mechanisms for low back disorders using non-invasive
methods using non-linear analysis and finite-element models would allow us to gain better
understanding of contributing risk factors that increase the risk of low back injury. Studies
that investigate the military population recruit predominantly male participants which bias
the results of physiological factors of performance as to favor those biomotors abilities that
can be more easily developed by male soldiers. Future work could focus on simulation
modeling that is more subject specific to better understand how the external demands of
one performance standard affects both males and females in the tested population. The FE
model used in this study does not include intra-abdominal pressure and will not predict
abdominal muscle co-activation. Previous studies have shown that abdominal muscle cocontraction and intra-abdominal pressure contribute to increase trunk stability, specifically
co-activation of the internal and external obliques assist with trunk stability through
increased trunk stiffness [120, 121], and increased activation of the transverse abdominus
muscle contributes to increases in intra-abdominal pressure [120, 122]. Although coactivation of flexor abdominal muscles contributes to increased compression force, it does
not alter the contribution of the trunk extensor force needed to counter the external load
during a heavy lifting task [102, 121, 122]. However, the simulated or measured intraabdominal pressures in lumbar spine stability studies are not to the magnitude that have
been measured while performing a deadlift (up to 161 mmHg during a 4RM deadlift) [123].
Future studies could focus on including intra-abdominal pressure and modeling abdominal
muscle co-contraction to better understand the role these two variables play in trunk
stability when estimating spinal loads during heavy lifting.
More multivariate statistical analysis techniques need to be utilized in future studies
with larger sample sizes in order to account for the multi-factorial nature of human athletic
performance and injury prevention. It is important to also evaluate weight of the equipment
that exposes soldiers to high loads and assess if increased fitness would actually mitigate
the risk to the soft tissue. This, and many similar studies, have a cross-sectional design and
are not longitudinal. Although many retrospective epidemiological studies have assessed
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predictors to low back injury, none include biomechanical tests that allow the investigation
of mechanical changes of the soft tissue over time (i.e. spine) as it is exposed to high loads
and fatigue.
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Appendix 1: Reviewed Article
Author,
year

Demographics

Lift Type

Lift Weight

Instrumentation

• Conventional
versus lowhandle
hexagonal bar
deadlift
• One cycle
included both
concentric
(floor to
standing) and
eccentric
(standing to
floor) phase of
lift

• Hexbar
• Velocity
deadlift 1RM:
transducer
181.1 ± 27.6
• 1 AMTI force
plate
kg
• Conventional • EMG channel
deadlift 1RM:
locations:
- biceps femoris
181.4 ± 27.3
- vastus lateralis
kg
- erector spinae
(longissimus)
• EMG was
normalized with
1RM concentric
phase of
conventional bar
for both lifts

Dependent
Variables

Findings

Deadlift Studies
Camara, et
al. 2016

• 20 (M)
• Deadlifting
experience

3 reps analyzed at
65% 1RM and
85% 1RM each
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• EMG
amplitudes of 3
muscle groups
for concentric
and eccentric
phase of both
hexbar and
straight bar
• Peak GRF
• Peak power
• Peak velocity

• Erector spinae
eccentric
phase was
greater in
straight bar vs
hexbar
• For all lifts
concentric
phase
amplitude was
greater than
eccentric
• At 85% 1RM,
greater peak
force was
produced, and
at 65% 1RM
greater power
and velocity
• Peak GRF
(2553.2 +/371.52 N),
power
(1871.15 +/451.61 W),
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Author,
year
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Cholewicki
et al., 1991

Demographics

• 13 (F) and
44 (M)
• Powerlifting
competitors

Lift Type

• Conventional
versus Sumo
deadlift
• One cycle
defined as
lifting the
straight bar
from the floor
to full standing

Lift Weight

• Female 1RM:
145.8 ± 18.4
kg
• Male 1RM:
256.7 ± 29.9
kg

Instrumentation

• Video recording
sagittal plane
view at 60 Hz

Dependent
Variables

Final successful
lift used for
analysis
Software package,
WATBAK, was
used to calculate
lumbar spine
loads
• L4/5, hip, knee
moments
• L4/5 disc
compression
force
• Load shear

Findings
and velocity
(0.805 +/0.162 m/s)
were sig
greater in
hexbar than
straight bar
when 65%
and 80% 1RM
are combined
Women:
• L4/5 moment
range: 254.6 460.1 Nm
• L4/5
compressive
force range:
5090 - 8019 N
• Joint shear
range: 961 1190 N
Men:
• L4/5 moment
range: 445 1071 Nm

Appendix 1 Continued
Author,
year

Demographics

Lift Type

Lift Weight

Instrumentation

Dependent
Variables
• Joint shear
forces

Findings
• L4/5
compressive
force range:
7942 - 18,449
N
• Joint shear
range: 1325 1995 N
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• No significant
differences in
loads lifted
between
convention
and sumo
deadlifts
• Men lifted 1.5
times heavier
weights than
women, with
body weight
controlled.
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Author,
year
Eltoukhy et
al., 2016

Demographics

Lift Type

Lift Weight

Instrumentation

• 5 (M)
• Weight
lifting
experience

• Conventional
deadlift
• One cycle
defined as
lifting the
straight bar
from the floor
to full standing

• 75% of 1RM:
107 ± 40.6 kg

• 10 motion
capture cameras
• Four Kistler
Force plates

Dependent
Variables
Two reps used for
analysis
FE model
quantified peak
forces at L1 to L5
for 1 cycle of
deadlift:
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• Axial
compression
• Shear Force
• Moment

Findings
• Peak axial
compression
occurs at end
of lifting cycle
(standing)
with values
highest at L5
of 7963 +/2784 N.
• Peak shear
force highest
at L5 with
values of 1903
+/- 936 N at
the starting
position
(squatted
down).
• L5 peak
bending
moment
minimally
changed for
all levels
throughout the
lift (range
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year

Demographics

Lift Type

Lift Weight

Instrumentation

Dependent
Variables

Findings
from 685 to
747 Nm).
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Escamilla, et • 24 (M)
al., 2000
• Sumo style
n=12;
conventional
style n=12
• Powerlifting
competitors
(>40 years
old)

• Sumo versus
conventional
deadlift
• One cycle
defined as
lifting the
straight bar
from the floor
to full standing
- Reps
subdivided
into 3
phases, 1)
lift off
(LO), 2)
knee pass
(KP), 3) lift
complete
(LC)

• Sumo deadlift • Two
synchronized
1RM: 214.6 ±
video cameras at
33.2 kg
60 Hz
• Conventional
deadlift 1RM:
221.6 ± 33.8
kg

Final rep
completed was
used for analysis
• Moment and
moment arm at
LO, KP, and
LC at the hip,
knee, ankle
• Joint and
segment angles
at LO, KP, and
LC
• 2D and 3D
kinematics and
kinetic
parameters
• Bar velocity,
distance, and
time of lift

• At LO, sumo
lifters,
positioned
trunk more
upright
• From LO to
KP, the
conventional
group's hip
went through
a greater
ROM than
sumo.
• No sig
difference in
load lifted
between sumo
and conv lifts
• Conv lifts had
greater
mechanical
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Demographics

Lift Type

Lift Weight

Instrumentation

Dependent
Variables

Findings

•
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Escamilla, et • 13 (M)
al., 2001
• Division I
college
football
players,
experience
with sumo
and
conventional
deadlifts

• Conventional
• 12RM: 123.1 • 6 motion capture
versus sumo
cameras at 60 Hz
± 18.6 kg
deadlift, with
• Same 12RM • 16 channel EMG
and without a
at 960 Hz;
weight was
belt
muscles
used for both
• One cycle
included:
deadlift
defined as both
- rectus femoris
styles; 12RM
ascending and
- vastus lateralis
estimate from
descending
- vastus medialis
current
phase of the
-biceps femoris
football
lift in a slow
- semitraining
continuous
tendinosus/regimen
manner
membrinosus
- lateral
- Ascending
gastrocnemius
and
- medial
descending
gastrocnemius
phases were
- tibialis anterior
divided into

3 repetitions in
each condition (4
conditions)
analyzed
• Percent
maximal
voluntary value
for each muscle
across the 4
conditions and
the 6 phases of
knee angle

•

•

•

work, due to
greater bar
displacement
Hip extensor
moment were
not sig
different in
both lifts
No-belt
condition had
sig greater
EMG activity
in the rectus
abdominis but
sig less EMG
activity in the
external
obliques
EMG activity
greater in
ascend than
descend.
In knee
flexion
interval of 6190deg had
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Author,
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Demographics

Lift Type

Lift Weight

three phases
each based
on knee
angle from
90 to 0deg
(0 deg being
full ext.):
90-61 deg;
60-31 deg;
30-1 deg
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Lake, et al.,
2017

• 11 (M)
• Proficient in
both deadlift
variations

• Conventional
versus lowhandle hexbar
deadlift
• Once cycle
was defined as
lifting the bar
from the floor
to full standing

• Hexbar
deadlift
1RM: 183 ±
22 kg
• Conventional
deadlift
1RM: 194 ±
20 kg

Instrumentation
- hip adductors
- gluteus
maximus
- L3 paraspinals
- T12 paraspinals
- middle
trapezius
- rectus
abdominis
- external
obliques
• MVIC was
conducted for
each muscle
group for EMG
normalization
• Linear position
transducer
• Testing
performed over 3
days

Dependent
Variables

Findings
greater glut
max, L3 and
T12
paraspinals,
and mid trap.

One repetition at
• Sig greater
90% of 1RM three
loads lifted
times
with HBD
than CD
• Comparisons of
• HBD: 194 +/1RM for two
2 kg
bar types
• CD: 183 +/• Bar
22 kg
displacement
• Sig
• Mean velocity
differences
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Demographics

Lift Type

Lift Weight

Instrumentation

Dependent
Variables

Findings

• Acceleration
(% of total lift)
• Mean force
• Work
• Mean power

•
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•

•

•

found in mean
velocity,
duration of
lift, %
acceleration,
mean force,
work, and
mean power
Mean
velocity: CD=
0.29 +/- 0.10;
HBD= 0.33
+/- 0.09
Duration (s):
CD= 1.89 +/0.56; HBD=
1.50 +/- 0.29
Acceration:
CD= 60 +/14; HBD= 82
+/- 11
Mean force
(N): CD=
1613.3 +/194.8;
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Demographics

Lift Type

Lift Weight

Instrumentation

Dependent
Variables

82
Lockie, et al. • 21 (M) and
2017
10 (F)
• Strength
training
experience

• Conventional
versus highhandle hexbar
deadlift
• Once cycle
was defined as
lifting the bar
from the floor
to full standing

• Hexbar
deadlift
1RM: 154.5
± 45.3 kg
• Conventional
deadlift
1RM: 134.7
± 40.6 kg

• Linear position
transducer
• Testing
performed in 1
day

One rep was used
in each condition
• Absolute and
relative 1RM
loads
• Bar
displacement
• Lift time
• Peak and mean
power
• Peak and mean
velocity

Findings
HBD=1705.6
+/- 179.1
• Work (J):
CD= 803 +/110.6; HBD=
859.2 +/107.1
• Mean power
(W): CD=
459.9 +/154.9; HBD=
589.3 +/136.1
Sig differences
between conv
bar and HH
hexbar in 1RM
relative and
absolute load,
lift distance and
lift time:
• 1RM absolute:
CD= 134.7 +/40.6; HHBD=
154.5 +/- 45.3
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Demographics

Lift Type

Lift Weight

Instrumentation

Dependent
Variables

Findings
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• Peak and mean
• 1RM relative:
force
CD= 1.75 +/0.35; HHBD:
• Work
2.01 +/- 0.39
• Presence of
• Distance (m):
sticking region
CD=0.51 +/(duration of pre-,
0.06; HHBD=
during, and post0.40 +/- 0.05
sticking region)
• Lift time (s):
CD= 2.10 +/0.53; HHBD=
1.57 +/- 0.39
Sig difference in
peak power,
peak velocity
peak and mean
force, and work
between HHBD
and CD:
• Peak power:
CD= 661.3 +/210.3;
HHBD= 970.2
+/- 364.7
• Peak velocity:
CD= 0.50 +/-
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Demographics

Lift Type

Lift Weight

Instrumentation

Dependent
Variables

84
McGuigan,
et al., 1996

• 29 (M)
• Sumo style
n=10;
conventional
style n=19

• Sumo versus
conventional
deadlift
• One cycle
defined as

• Sumo
deadlift
1RM: 218 ±
32.1 kg

• Video recording
sagittal plane
view at 50 Hz

Final rep
completed was
used for analysis
• Segment angles
(hip, knee,

Findings
0.13; HHBD=
0.61 +/- 0.14
• Peak force
(N): CD=
1481.4 +/448.6;
HHBD=
1781.3 +/509.5
• Mean force:
CD=
1159.3+/510.1;
HHBD=
1419.3 +/489.7
• Work (J):
CD= 666.5 +/224.7;
HHBD= 613.1
+/- 205.9
• Sumo lift off
trunk is more
upright than
conventional
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Demographics
• Powerlifting
competitors

Lift Type

Lift Weight
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lifting the
• Conventional
straight bar
deadlift
from the floor
1RM: 215 ±
to full standing
33.2 kg
- Reps
subdivided
into 3
phases, 1)
lift off, 2)
knee pass,
3) lift
complete

Instrumentation

Dependent
Variables

•
•
•
•
•

trunk, thigh,
shank, headneck)
Distance of
barbell to lift
complete
Bar path
Lift time
Sticking region
Schwartz score

Findings
• Conventional
and sumo,
knee and hip
angles increase
while trunk
decreases
during initial
lift of phase,
indicating knee
extension
dominance
• Increased
trunk flexion
for conv lift
relies more
heavily on low
back muscles
• Conv deadlift
requires much
greater trunk
extension to
complete the
lift.
• sumo lifter's
distance of bar
lift was 19%
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Swinton, et
al., 2011

Demographics

86

• 19 (M)
• Scottish
powerlifting
association
members

Lift Type

• Conventional
versus lowhandle hexbar
deadlift
• One cycle
defined as
lifting the bar
from the floor
to full
standing

Lift Weight

• Straight bar
(SB) 1RM:
244.5 ± 39.5
kg
• Hexbar 1RM:
265.0 ± 41.8
kg

Instrumentation

Dependent
Variables

Findings

less than
conventional
• Bar path of the
sumo was kept
closer to the
body, thus
reducing
moment arms
and torque
• 7 motion capture 2 repetitions were • Joint angles at
analyzed at 10, 20,
cameras at 200
the starting
30, 40, 50, 60, and
Hz
position
80%
of
SBD
1RM
showed no
• 2 Kistler force
difference in
plates at 1200 Hz for both bars
torso, hip and
• Joint moments
ankle angles
(spine, hip, knee,
• Hexbar
ankle)
deadlift sig.
• Moment arms
reduced peak
(L5/S1, hip,
lumbar and hip
knee, ankle)
moment
• Joint angles
• Magnitude of
(torso, hip, knee,
load did not
ankle)
affect the
• Vertical GRF
starting
• Velocity
• Power
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Demographics

Lift Type

Lift Weight

Instrumentation

Dependent
Variables
• Time
accelerating
resistance across
load spectrum

Findings
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posture of each
joint
• well-trained
lifters employ
similar
kinematic
strategy
regardless of
load
• Peak vertical
GRF ranged
from 2259N to
3395 N across
sub-max loads
• Peak power
reached
4388W and
4872 W for the
SB and HBD
respectively
• HBD produced
sig. higher
peak force,
peak velocity,
and peak
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Demographics

Lift Type

Lift Weight

Instrumentation

Dependent
Variables

Findings
power values
than SBD.

Repetitive lifting studies
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Boocock, et
al., 2015

• 28 (M)
- 14 young
(mean
age 24.4
years)
and 14
older
(mean
age 47.2
years)
• No manual
material
handling
experience

• Box with
• A 13kg box
handles, where
with handles,
handles are
lifted and
32cm above the
lowered at 10
floor level
lifts/minute,
encouraged to
• Once cycle was
continue as
defined as
long as
lifting the box
possible, but
from the floor
stopped at 20
to full standing
minutes
and back down
to floor
• Metronome
used for lift
frequency

• 9 motion capture
cameras at 60 Hz
• 2 AMTI force
plates at 1200Hz
• EMG channels at
1200Hz over
upper and lower
erector spinae
muscles

Two cycles per
min were used for
analysis

• All young
participants
completed 20
min of lifting;
• Angles of pelvis,
5 of 14 older
hip, and knee
participants
• Angular
did not make it
velocities for
to 20 min.
pelvis, hip, and
Those that
knee
stopped was
• Net joint
due to LB
moments at
discomfort.
L5/S1, hips, and
Mean time: 17
knees
min; Median
time: 19 min
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• Peak
lumbosacral
flexion angle
and %LS angle
were sig
different
between
groups
• At the end, the
young group
reached 98.5%
of their %LSF
angle, and
older group
reached 81.6%
of %LSF
angle, with a
mean increase
of lumbar
flexion of 13
deg and 4 deg,
respectively
• Trunk flexion
angle
increased in
the younger
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group by 14
deg and in the
older group by
1 deg.
• Younger group
increased trunk
angular
velocity over
time, while the
older group
decreased over
time
• Normalized
L5/S1 moment
was higher in
the young
group
throughout the
task
• Mean MFI
(mean
frequency
intercept) of
the sig
decreased in
the young
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group with
LES (12%)
having a larger
decrease than
UES (9.4%).
Older group
only showed
slight decrease
in UES (2.5%)
and LES (1%)
with pre and
post lifting

Boocock, et
al., 2019

• 36 (M)
• No manual
material
handling
experience
• Biofeedback
group n=18;
Nonbiofeedback
group n=18

• Box with
• A 13kg box
handles, where
with handles,
handles are
lifted and
32cm above
lowered at 10
the floor level
lifts/minute,
encouraged
• Once cycle
to continue
was defined as
as long as
lifting the box
possible, but
from the floor
stopped at 20
to full standing
minutes
and back down
to floor

• 9 motion capture
cameras at 120
Hz
• Two AMTI force
plates at 1200Hz
• Two IMUs
placed over L1
and S1 that
provided high
pitched tone
when 80% of
max lumbar

Two cycles per
min were used for
analysis
• RPE
• Kinematic
variables
- Peak
lumbosacral
flexion angle
- % lumbosacral
flexion

• %LSF both
intercept and
slope sig
differed
between the
two groups.
Those in NBF
group had
greater %LSF
initially and
increased at a
greater rate
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Lift Weight

Instrumentation

• Metronome
used for lift
frequency

flexion was
exceeded
• Lumbosacral
posture feedback
was given via
inertial sensors
producing an
audible highpitched tone
when
lumbosacral
flexion reached
80% of max
flexion

Dependent
Variables

Findings

- Lumbosacral
compared to
flexion angular
the BF group.
velocity
• Mean %LSF
- Trunk flexion
initially was
angle
BF: 45.6,
- % trunk
NBF: 59.7%;
flexion
End (20min)
- Trunk flexion
%LSF was
angular velocity
BF: 64.3,
- Hip and knee
NBF: 98.4%
angles
• Passive
- Hip and knee
bending
angular velocity
moment sig
• Kinetic
increased in
variables
the NBF over
- L5/S1 moment
time as a much
- Passive
greater rate
bending moment
than the BF
(defined as I=
group.
7.97x10^-5 x
• RPE was sig
%lumbosacral
lower in the
flexion)
BF group than
- Hip moment
NBF group by
- Knee moment
the end
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Bonato, et
al. 2003

Demographics

Lift Type

Lift Weight

• 14 (M)
• Involved in
regular
physical
fitness
training

• Box lifted
• 13kg box
from lower
repetitively
shelf at midlifted at 12
shank height to
lifts/min for
upper shelf at
4.5 minutes
waist height
• Metronome
• Once cycle
used for lift
was defined as
frequency
lifting from the
floor to full
standing

Instrumentation

93

• EMG channels
over 14 sites (7
contralateral
pairs)
- paravertebral
at L5, L2,
T10
- upper
trapezius
- gluteus
maximus
- vastus
lateralis
- biceps
femoris
• Two camera
stereophotogrammetric
system at 100 Hz
• Five-sec
maximum static
lifting task was
done before and
after cyclic
lifting task to
measure change

Dependent
Variables
Data collected
every 60 sec for
30 sec
• Median
frequencies
(static MVIC
pre and post
lifting fatigue
task and
computing)
• Instantaneous
median
frequency
(during the
dynamic cyclic
lifting task)
• Kinematic
variables
included:
- ROM of
knee, hip,
elbow, trunk
- Angular
displacement
of knee, hip,
elbow, trunk

Findings
• Significant
decrease
occurred in the
IMDF
(dynamic) of
the bilateral
L5, L2, and
T10 muscles,
but not sig
decrease in the
other muscles
measured
during the
dynamic task.
• Sig decrease in
MDF (static)
occurred only
on left side at
L5, L2, and
T10
• Increase in
trunk ROM,
decrease in
back extensor
torque, and
increase in L/5
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Lift Type

Lift Weight

Instrumentation
in strength and
EMG fatigue
indexes

94
Dolan, et al.,
1998

• 6 (M) and 9
(F)

• Disc lifted
from floor to

Dependent
Variables
- Postural
index
• Kinetic
parameters
- Max torque
at L4/5
during lift
off
- Peak
compressive
force at L4/5
- Peak shear
force at L4/5
• Peak shear force
at L4/5

For reps 1-5, 31• 10 kg weight- • 3-space Isotrak
lifter's disc
used at L1 and S1 35, 61-65, and 91-

Findings

•

•

•

•

compressive
force
L4/5 shear sig
increase
corresponding
to max vertical
box acc but
not horizontal.
Lifting
technique
changed from
stoop to squat
in those that
started more
stooped.
Sign
correlations
found between
kinetic
changes in
trunk motion
and IMDF
fatigue
measures
Range of
lumbar flexion

Appendix 1 Continued
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Lift Type

Lift Weight

Instrumentation

waist height
shelf
• Once cycle
was defined as
lifting the disc
from the floor
to full standing
and back down
to floor

lifted 100
times
• Lifts
performed at
self-selected
posture and
instructed to
try to
maintain a
constant selfselected pace

to measure
lumbar ROM at
60Hz
• EMG of erector
spinae at T10 and
L3 levels
• Fatigue measured
via median
frequency
immediately
before and after
the lift

Dependent
Variables
95 the following
were computed:

Findings

increased sig
(54.9 to
55.7deg)
• Peak extensor
• % range of
moment
flexion (ROF)
• Peak
sig increased
compressive
with repetitive
force at L5/S1
lifting from
• % lumbar
83.3% to
flexion
90.4%
• Peak passive
• Peak bending
bending moment
moment acting
acting on lumbar
on osteospine
ligamentous
• EMG median
lumbar spine
frequency
sig increased
• Regression best
from 20% to
fit line plotted
27.1%;
over reps,
increased from
compare
12.2Nm to
intercept (fatigue
16.5Nm
state of muscle) • Peak
and slope of line
compressive
(gradient or rate
forces acting
of fatigue)
on spine sig
decreased

Appendix 1 Continued
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Demographics

Lift Type

Lift Weight

Instrumentation

Dependent
Variables

from 3588N to
3190N
• Peak extensor
moment
(muscle) sig
decreased
from 227Nm
to 200Nm, a
decrease of
11.9%
• Repetitive
lifting caused
measurable
change in
erector spinae
fatigue in
median
frequency and
total power.
Data was collected • MDF values
for 30sec at 0, 1,
from static lifts
2, 3, and 4th
were
minute time
reproducible at
frames
excellent
classification
• Reliability of
instantaneous
• EMG total
power (intercept
and gradient)

96
Ebenbichler, • 14 (M)
et al., 2002

• Box lifted
from knee
height and to
full standing
• Once cycle
was defined as
lifting the box

• 13kg box
• Two camera
repetitively
stereolifted over 4.5
photogrammetric
minutes at a
system at 100 Hz
rate of 12
• EMG channels at
lifts/min
1024Hz over 14
muscle sites (7

Findings

Appendix 1 Continued
Author,
year

Demographics

Lift Type
from the floor
to full standing
and back down
to floor

Lift Weight
• Tested 3
times over 2
days, with 30
min rests
between all
tests (both
static and
dynamic)

Instrumentation
contralateral
pairs)

Dependent
Variables

97

median
frequency (used
during the
dynamic lifting
task to measure
fatigue over
time)
• Reliability of
median
frequency (used
to measure
static fatigue
during isometric
contraction over
30sec at 80%
max force)
• Reliability of
biomechanics of
dynamic lifting
- Postural
Index was
used to
assess
change over
time in
posture for
repeatability

Findings
level at all
electrode sites
• IMDF-based
time-frequency
analysis were
highly
reproducible
and had good
to excellent
classification
for reliability,
except for
vastus lateralis
and upper
trapezius.
• Timedependent
changes at L1
and T10 sites
yielded good
to excellent
reliability
• Maximum
peak torque at
L4/5 sig
increased with
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Lift Weight

Instrumentation

Dependent
Variables
of kinematic
comparisons

98
Sparto, et al. • 12 (M)
1997

• LIDOLift
• Repetitive
lifting
lifting with
simulator
load equal to
25% of
• Once cycle was
maximal isodefined as
inertial lifting
lifting from the
capacity
floor to full
standing
• Self-selected
pace

• Lumbar Motion
Monitor for
triaxial lumbar
spine motion
• Hip Monitor
used for biaxial
hip motion
• One video
camera in
sagittal plane for
the ankle, knee,

First three and last
three lifts were
used for
comparison of
fatigue state from
initial state
• Lift duration
• Average lifting
velocity
• Average lifting
force

Findings
the duration of
the lift.
• Postural index
had ICC values
of 98.7 short
term and 94.6
in long term
repeatability,
showing
excellent
classification
for
repeatability of
kinematics
• Although there
was an
increase in lift
time, lift
velocity, force,
and power
significantly
decreased by
the end of the
activity
• No sig
difference in

Appendix 1 Continued
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Demographics

Lift Type

Lift Weight

Instrumentation
shoulder, and
elbow
• One Bertec force
plate
• Heart rate
monitor used to
track exertion.
Lifting
terminated if
heart rate > 180
bpm

99

Dependent
Variables

Findings

• Average lifting
power
• Average and
peak range of
motion of knee,
hip, lumbar
• Average and
peak extension
velocity of knee,
hip, and lumbar
• Acceleration
and deceleration
of knee, hip, and
lumbar peak
extension
• Average phase
angles and
relative phase
angles (kneehip; hip-lumbar;
knee-lumbar)
• Postural
stability was
measured by
using AP
excursion of

lumbar peak
extension or
ROM. There
was a sign
increase in
peak lumbar
flexion.
• No sig diff in
lumbar
extension
velocity (peak
or average)
• No difference
in lateral and
transverse
plane lumbar
motion
• There were
sign increases
in COP and
trunk COM
• Sig increase in
lumbar and hip
average phase
angle. There
was a sig
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Demographics

Lift Type

Lift Weight

Instrumentation

Dependent
Variables
COP (cm) and
AP excursion of
trunk COM
• Motor control
measured by
lumbar spine
transverse and
frontal plane
motion

100
Sparto, et
al., 1997

• 12 (M)

• LIDOLift
• Repetitive
lifting
lifting with
simulator
load equal to
25% of
• Once cycle was
maximal isodefined as

• Lumbar Motion
Monitor for
triaxial lumbar
spine motion

First three and last
three lifts were
used for
comparison of

Findings
increase in hiplumbar
average
relative phase
angle
• For most
subjects,
motion was
initiated from
distal to
proximal joints
which is
demonstrated
by the average
phase angles
and relative
phase angles
• Increase in
COP and trunk
COM
excursion
• Sig decrease in
average lifting
force

Appendix 1 Continued
Author,
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Demographics

Lift Type
lifting from the
floor to full
standing
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Lift Weight

Instrumentation

inertial lifting
capacity
• Self-selected
pace

• Hip Monitor used
for biaxial hip
motion
• One video camera
in sagittal plane
for the ankle,
knee, shoulder,
and elbow
• One Bertec force
plate
• Heart rate monitor
used to track
exertion. Lifting
terminated if heart
rate > 180 bpm

Dependent
Variables
fatigue state from
initial state

Findings

• Sig decreases
in average hip
and LS torque
• Average lifting
• Sig change in
force (N)
relative LS
• Total lifting
work
work (J)
• Based on
• Joint moments
ROM
(Nm) of
measurements
lumbosacral
lumbar spine
(LS)
of subjects
• Absolute Joint
were flexed
work for LS
approx.. 34%
• Total joint work
(23%) of their
• Relative joint
elastic limit.
work of the LS
• No sig
• Kinematic
difference in
variables for LS:
lumbar peak
position,
extension or
velocity,
ROM. There
acceleration
was a sign
• Postural
increase in
stability: AP
peak lumbar
excursion for
flexion.
COP and AP
• There were sig
excursion of
increase in
trunk COM
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Variables

Findings
postural
stability
measures of
COP and
COM
excursion
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Appendix 2: Marker Placement

Trunk – 4
LSHO, RSHO, SN, C7

Pelvis – 6
RASIS, LASIS, RPSIS,
LPSIS, Illiac crest
Upper Extremity – 26
Humerus/Forearms
cluster, elbow, wrist, hand

103

Frontal View

Sagittal View

* Only the upper extremity, trunk, and pelvis were used for further analysis.
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Appendix 3: Deadlift With and Without Vest
Without Vest

With Vest

Lift complete position

Lift-off position
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